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===============================================================================	I.	I	n	t	r	o	d	u	c	t	i	o	n	_______________________________________________________________________________	This	is	a	walkthrough	and	guide	for	the	North	American	version	of	the	PlayStation	game	Persona	2	:	Eternal	Punishment
released	by	Atlus.	I	intend	for	this	guide	to	be	as	comprehensive	and	useful	as	possible,	except	for	certain	aspects	which	already	have	FAQs/guides	for	them	(see	Section	VI.A.	FAQ	and	Guide	Referrals).	As	already	stated,	this	is	a	walkthrough	-	it's	not	an	entire	stategy	guide.	I	will	try	to	go	into	as	much	detail	as	possible	and	consequently,	you	will	find
spoilers.	However,	each	section	should	be	independent	enough	that	you	may	read	one	section	with	out	it	spoiling	another,	future	section.	I	will	do	my	best	to	keep	the	walkthrough	as	spoiler-free	of	story	events	as	possible,	although	I	will	mention	major	developments	vaguely	and	make	references	to	minor	occurrences.	If	this	is	your	first	game,	I	first
highly	suggest	that	you	complete	or	attempt	to	complete	the	game	on	your	own	first	and	use	this	guide	only	as	a	reference	tool	or	only	if	you	are	inexhaustibly	stuck	on	a	certain	aspect	of	the	game.	Also,	I	will	try	to	explain	the	mechanics	of	the	game	as	well	as	I	possibly	can,	but	reading	the	game	manual	and	getting	some	in-game	experience	are	the
best	ways	of	becoming	acquainted	with	the	mechanics.	Persona	2:	Eternal	Punishment	is	actually	the	third	game	in	the	Persona	series	(which	in	of	itself	is	part	of	the	Megami	Tensei	series).	It	is	a	direct	sequel	to	Persona	2:	Innocent	Sin,	which	unfortunately	was	only	released	in	Japan.	There	are	MANY	references	in	Eternal	Punishment	(EP)	to
Innocent	Sin	(IS),	which	most	simply	won't	understand	since	they	haven't	played	IS	(and	there	are	a	number	of	references	to	the	first	Persona,	and	a	few	familiar	faces...).	Innocent	Sin's	plot	is	a	major	theme	around	which	EP	is	based,	but	it	isn't	necessary	that	one	has	played	IS	to	enjoy	EP	-	you	simply	will	enjoy	it	more	if	you	have	played	IS.	If	you
have	not	played	IS,	you	may	want	to	find	out	more	about	it,	or	at	least	read	the	"Story"	section	of	the	instruction	manual	that	came	with	the	game.	Anyway,	enjoy	the	game	and	I	hope	this	guide	is	useful.	===============================================================================	II.	G	a	m	e	M	e	c	h
a	n	i	c	s	_______________________________________________________________________________	A.	C	i	t	y	and	W	a	r	d	M	a	p	_______________________________________________________________________________	This	is	an	explanation	of	the	City	and	Ward	maps.	They	are	really	simple	and	you	should	be	able	to	use	them	right	away.	And	NO,	you	never	leave	Sumaru	City,
so	get	used	to	it.	===City	Map=====================	This	is	the	easiest	part	of	the	mechanics.	At	the	city	map	of	Sumaru	City	(your	location)	there	is	a	small	menu	in	the	upper-left-hand	corner	of	the	screen.	In	the	menu,	there	is	a	list	of	the	wards	that	are	available	for	you	to	access.	Simply	select	the	district	you	want	to	go	to.	The
different	wards	are	:	Rengedai,	Hirasaka,	Yumezaki,	Aoba,	Konan	and	Narumi.	There	is	also	a	temporary	ward,	Mt.	Mifune,	which	is	only	available	for	a	small	portion	of	the	game.	The	map	does	change	slightly	during	the	course	of	the	game	but	for	the	most	part	everything	remains	the	same	as	when	you	first	enter	a	new	ward.	You	can	view	the	text
boxes	of	each	ward	(and	their	locations)	by	pushing	the	shoulder	buttons	(L1,	L2,	R1,	R2).	You	may	open	the	game	menu	at	any	time	on	the	city	map	and	you	can	save	on	the	map	as	well.	===Ward	Map=====================	The	ward	map	is	a	bit	more	complex.	On	it,	you	will	see	a	section	of	Sumaru	City	with	roads,	buildings,	and	various
other	features.	Your	party	is	the	green	cone-type	thing	(though	it's	color	can	change	if	you	gain	certain	status	effects).	Simply	use	the	directional	pad	to	navigate	the	streets	(you're	on	"rails")	and	get	close	to	something.	If	you	go	up	to	one	of	the	blue	cones	on	the	streets,	you	can	talk	to	various	people	who	are	walking	the	streets.	They	will	mostly	talk
about	what's	going	on	in	the	story	and	about	the	latest	rumor,	but	sometimes	they	have	insightful	or	funny	comments	as	well	as	offering	a	few	rumors	themselves.	There	are	several	road	on	each	ward	map	that	lead	out	of	town	(though	not	every	road	that	leads	off	the	map	necessarily	leads	out	of	town)	and	you	must	see	a	small	orange	text	message
that	says	"EXIT"	and	push	X	to	exit	the	ward.	Buildings	work	similarly,	as	you	must	see	another	message,	"IN,"	and	push	the	X	button	to	enter	that	buildings.	You	cannot	enter	all	of	the	buildings	and	some	buildings	may	not	be	available	at	that	point	in	time.	In	such	a	case,	one	of	your	party	members	will	pop	up	and	pretty	much	say	that	you	can't	go
there.	If	you	can	enter	a	building,	a	little	text	box	will	pop	up	with	the	name	of	the	location	you	are	near.	You	can	view	the	text	boxes	of	every	building	on	the	ward	map	(and	their	locations)	by	pushing	any	of	the	shoulder	buttons	(L1,	L2,	R1,	R2).	The	most	important	building	in	each	ward	is	a	mall	area	with	anywhere	from	5	to	8	shops.	Each	mall	area
will	have:	a	Satomi	Tadashi	item	store,	a	Velvet	Room,	and	a	healer.	You	will	also	find	item,	weapon,	and	armor	shops	as	well	as	restaurants	which	sell	(temporary)	stat-increasing	food.	There	are	also	a	few	specialty	shops	like	the	Sumaru	Genie	and	Kuzunoha	detective	office.	This,	along	with	the	city	map,	is	your	basic	"world	map"	and	how	you	move
from	one	dungeon	or	store	map	to	another.	Like	the	city	map,	you	can	open	the	game	menu	and	save	at	anytime.	_______________________________________________________________________________	B.	F	i	e	l	d	M	a	p	_______________________________________________________________________________	The	field	map	is	the	basic	engine	that	is	used	throughout	most	of
the	game	for	everything	from	the	story	sequences	to	the	dungeons	to	the	stores.	This	is	pretty	much	the	same	engine	used	for	Innocent	Sin	back	in	1999,	and	even	for	1999	the	graphics	are	dated.	But,	this	being	a	RPG	and	you	being	the	hard-core	gamer	that	you	are,	you	don't	care	about	the	graphics,	now	do	you?	The	field	map	is	a	3/4	overhead	view
of	a	3-D	environment	with	2-D	character	sprites.	As	the	game	uses	the	same	engine	for	everything,	control	differs	depending	on	what	kind	of	mode	it	is	in.	In	story	mode,	you	have	no	control	until	the	programmed	events	are	over.	In	town,	stores,	and	other	generally	"safe"	areas	you	have	control	over	movement,	the	menu,	saving,	and	talking	with
other	characters	and	NPCs.	The	best	way	to	tell	if	an	area	is	a	safe	area	is	if	your	characters	(the	others	besides	Maya)	appear	in	the	room.	In	dungeon	mode,	you	have	control	over	movement,	the	menu,	saving,	and	the	auto-map.	In	dungeon	mode,	there	will	also	be	random	battles,	leading	to	the	battle	engine.	While	you	are	in	control	of	field	mode,
you	will	move	the	main	character,	Maya	Amano.	Normally,	she	will	walk,	but	if	you	hold	the	circle	button,	she	will	run.	To	investigate	objects,	simply	direct	Maya	to	the	object	and	push	the	X	button.	You	can	use	the	directional	pad	to	move	her	or	the	analog	joystick.	If	you	push	the	joystick	only	slightly,	she	will	walk.	Pressing	it	all	the	way	will	cause
her	to	run.	Included	in	movement	control	is	also	the	ability	to	rotate	the	field	map	by	using	the	shoulder	buttons.	L1	and	L2	rotate	counter-clockwise	and	R1	and	R2	rotate	clockwise	(which	can	be	changed	in	the	config	menu).	You	can	do	this	in	all	modes	except	story	mode.	While	walking	in	dungeon	mode,	there	will	be	status	box	in	the	upper-left
hand	corner.	The	top	long	box	tells	your	current	location	and	the	shorter	one	next	to	it	tells	the	floor.	The	longest	one	on	the	bottom	tells	any	specific	information	when	you	come	close	to	a	featured	area	(like	elevators,	staircases,	and	a	variety	of	others).	In	the	upper-right	hand	corner,	there	is	a	compass	for	remembering	directions	when	you	rotate
the	map.	If	you	press	the	triangle	button	in	dungeon	mode,	you	will	open	the	auto-map	for	that	area.	It	is	a	simple	floor	plan	of	the	current	dungeon.	Use	the	directional	pad	to	move	the	cursor	around.	Holding	the	circle	button	will	cause	the	cursor	to	move	much	faster.	In	dungeons	with	multiple	floors	or	areas,	use	the	L1	and	R1	buttons	to	view	a
different	area	(usually	the	next	floor)	than	the	current	one	(that	you	have	already	mapped	some	of).	Pressing	the	L2	and	R2	buttons	will	bring	up	a	different	version	of	the	map	-	smaller	and	the	entire	map	is	fit	to	the	screen	so	you	can	view	it	in	it's	entirety.	Pressing	the	square	button	will	return	the	cursor	to	Maya's	current	position	and	pressing
triangle	will	close	the	auto-map.	_______________________________________________________________________________	C.	I	n	-	G	a	m	e	M	e	n	u	_______________________________________________________________________________	By	pressing	the	square	button,	you	will	open	the	main	in-game	menu.	Each	area	will	be	explained	in	detail	by	its	separate	sections.
===Main	Menu====================	From	the	main	menu,	you	can	access	the	various	other	sub-menus	listed	below.	You	will	also	see	your	current	party	members,	their	portraits,	their	HP	(hit	points),	and	their	SP	(spirit	points).	In	the	upper-right	hand	corner,	you	will	also	see	your	current	funds	in	Japanese	Yen	and	your	time	clock	which
records	the	time	you	have	spent	playing	the	game.	(Although	I	happen	to	have	noticed	that	the	clock	is	a	bit	slow.)	===Spell========================	From	the	spell	menu,	you	are	able	to	use	the	spells	that	the	personae	your	characters	are	currently	equipped	with.	They	will	consume	SP	as	if	they	had	been	used	in	battle.	However,	most
spells	are	not	available	for	use	outside	of	battle.	Only	(most)	HP	healing	spells,	(some)	status	recovering	spells,	and	the	Estoma	spell	can	be	used	from	the	menu.	If	the	spell	name	is	grayed	out,	it	means	it	can	never	be	used.	If	white,	it	cannot	be	used	right	now	(because	there	is	no	reason	to	use	it).	Only	yellow	colored	spells	can	be	used.	You	can	also
view	descriptions	of	spells	from	this	menu	as	to	what	kind	of	spell	it	is	and	what	it	does.	This	is	the	only	way	to	view	spell	descriptions	outside	of	battle.	===Item=========================	From	the	item	menu,	you	are	able	to	use	items	that	are	currently	in	your	party	stock.	Most	items	can	be	used	from	the	menu,	but	there	are	some
that	cannot.	Similar	to	the	spell	menu,	white	items	cannot	currently	be	used	and	yellow	colored	items	can	be	used.	If	you	press	the	triangle	button	in	the	item	menu,	you	will	open	the	Event	Item	menu	(and	vice	versa).	These	are	items	that	have	some	role	in	the	story	and	you	cannot	use	them	from	the	menu.	You	can,	however,	view	a	description	of
each	item.	===Data=========================	The	data	menu	is	the	most	complex,	as	it	show	the	statistics	("stats"	from	here	on)	of	the	characters	as	well	as	the	stats	of	the	personae	attached	to	them.	Pushing	the	shoulder	buttons	will	change	to	a	different	character.	The	top	bar	shows	the	overall	status	of	the	character	selected.	It	is
always	"Human	+	Persona,"	so	I	have	no	idea	why	they	even	included	it...	The	box	below	and	to	the	left	shows	the	portrait/HP/SP	seen	at	the	main	menu.	The	box	to	the	left	of	the	portrait	shows	the	status	of	the	persona	currently	equipped.	It	has	the	name,	tarot	arcanum,	SP	usage,	persona	level,	rank	and	Level-up	bonus.	Below	this	is	another	box
which	shows	the	persona's	element	and	attributes.	All	of	this	is	explained	in	further	detail	in	section	II.E.	"Persona	and	the	Velvet	Room."	You	can	change	the	persona	a	character	has	equipped	by	pushing	the	triangle	button.	You	can	only	select	from	the	personae	you	are	currently	carrying	(up	to	ten).	Changing	personae	is	also	available	in	battle	and
in	the	Velvet	Room.	Below	the	persona	status	box	are	the	character	stats.	The	stats	are	an	average	of	the	base	human	and	base	persona	stats	(and	the	game	always	rounds	down,	even	if	it	is	.5).	If	the	green	bar	is	bright,	then	the	stats	have	been	raised	above	the	base	human	stats.	If	the	bars	are	dull	green,	then	they	have	been	lowered.	Stats	play	a
critical	role	in	the	game.	What	each	stat	modifies	is	listed	below:	+------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+	|	Stat	|	Modifies	|	+------+-----------------------------------------------------------------+	|	HP	|	If	depleted,	the	character	is	dead	|	|	SP	|	Consumed	for	magic	spells	|	|	STR	|	Human	and	persona	physical	attacks	|	|	VIT	|	Total	HP,	defense,	and	HP	gain
rate	|	|	TEC	|	Total	SP,	persona	spells,	spell	defense	and	SP	gain	rate	|	|	AGI	|	Battle	order	and	chances	of	dodging	physical	attack	|	|	LUC	|	Item	drop	rate,	critical	hit	rate,	mutation	rate,	casino	games	|	|	At.	|	Human	and	persona	physical	attack	strength	|	|	Df.	|	Defense	against	physical	attacks	|	|	SAt.	|	Persona	spell	strength	|	|	SDf.	|	Defense	against
spells	|	+------------------------------------------------------------------------+	Below	the	stat	box	are	a	couple	of	character	attributes	like	name,	zodiac	sign	and	blood	type.	Sign	and	blood	type	seem	to	have	no	bearing	on	the	game.	On	the	very	bottom	and	left	is	the	level	data	box.	It	shows	the	character's	current	level,	total	EXP	(experience	points)	gained,	and	EXP	to
next	level	up.	On	the	very	bottom	and	right	is	the	character	equipment	box.	It	shows	the	current	weapon,	helm,	armor,	leggings,	and	accessory	the	character	is	wearing.	Equipment	can	be	changed	by	pushing	the	square	button	and	selecting	the	equipment	from	your	current	stock.	Two	sub-menus	also	exist	in	the	data	menu.	Pushing	up	will	show	the
characters'	base	stats	and	a	short	description	of	him	or	her	(which	changes	as	the	game	progresses).	Pushing	down	will	show	the	base	stats,	persona	card,	spells	and	description	of	a	persona.	===Card	List====================	From	the	card	list	menu,	you	can	view	the	party's	stock	of	the	various	types	of	cards	that	are	in	Persona	2.	That's
about	it.	All	this	is	good	for	is	seeing	what	cards	you	have,	how	many	you	have,	and	looking	at	the	really	nice	artwork.	The	types	of	cards	are	described	below,	but	most	are	described	in	better	detail	later.	Tarot	:	Cards	used	for	summoning	persona	Persona	:	Cards	of	the	personae	currently	in	party	stock	Material	:	Cards	required	to	unlock	a	specific
persona	for	summoning	Spell	:	Cards	used	to	add	a	single	spell	to	a	persona	when	summoning	Incense	:	Cards	used	to	boost	a	persona's	stats	when	summoning	===Analyze======================	From	the	analyze	menu,	you	can	view	detailed	data	on	demons,	personae,	and	fusion	spells	(more	on	those	in	Section	D).	It	is	quite	useful	for
battling	the	various	enemies	and	deciding	which	persona	to	use.	You	will	refer	to	these	quite	often.	Katsuya	:	I	knew	there	was	a	girl	back	there...	Maya	:	Hmmm...	Oh,	well.	Wrong!	It	was	a	panty	thief.	Ulala	:	Is...Ma-..-ya..there...?	Ma-ya	:	U,	Ulala?	I'm	right	here	Ulala!	Makimura	:	Don't	you	think	she's	a	cruel	person!?	Maya	:	Mabey	you're	right...
Shut	up!	You're	wrong	about	her!	_______________________________________________________________________________	F.	C	l	u	b	Z	o	d	i	a	c	_______________________________________________________________________________	===City=========================	After	the	boss	fight	and	once	the	Joker	has	been	ripped	from	Ulala	by	Igor,	she	will	rejoin
your	party.	First	thing	you	need	to	do	is	a	party	over-hall	(see	Suggested	Party).	Once	you	are	all	set,	there	a	only	a	couple	of	new	things	to	do	in	the	city	this	time.	First,	there	is	a	new	person	on	the	Hirasaka	ward	map	-	the	Pathetic	Loser.	Talk	to	him	and	he	will	give	you	a	rumor	that	the	rumor-	demon	Tek	Tek	appears	in	Kasu	High.	The	first	area	of
the	Bomb	Shelter	is	now	open	as	well.	The	last	point	of	interest	right	now	is	that	a	Housewife	on	the	Rengedai	ward	map	will	say	that	slot	machine	number	two	in	the	casino	is	hot...	(hint,	hint)	When	you	are	ready,	head	over	to	Zodiac	club.	There	is	a	small	section	at	the	beginning	that	is	not	part	of	the	dungeon.	Here,	you	can	get	a	rumor	about
Zodiac	from	one	of	the	dancing	kids	(see	Walkthrough	section	for	an	explanation).	REQUIRED	TO	DO:	Go	to	Zodiac	NEW	RUMORS:	Tek	Tek	appears	in	Kasu	High	-	Pathetic	Loser,	Hirasaka	Ward	Map	Club	Zodiac	is	like	a	maze	-	Girl,	Club	Zodiac	===Suggested	Party==============	Level	21	Persona	:	Maya	-	Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Iris	Katsuya	-
Otohime	(with	Maha	Garu)/Surya	Baofu	-	Hel/Ryume	Fusions	:	Tidal	Wave	(Water-Wind-Maha	Aques)	to	learn	Cyclone	Splash	(Wind-Water-Maha	Garu)	Maximum	Tempest	(Wind-Water-Maha	Garula)	Death's	Roulette	(Holy-Dark)	Items	:	Item/Chewing	Soul	(Ocher	Jelly	-	Kasu	HS)	to	get	First	of	all,	now	that	Ulala	has	rejoined	your	party,	you	need	to
make	some	major	changes	to	your	line	up.	First,	give	Iris	to	Ulala	and	put	Maia	on	Maya	(just	keep	reading	to	find	out	why).	Now,	go	to	the	Velvet	and	pick	up	the	Strength	persona	Otohime	for	Katsuya.	I	HIGHLY	suggest	you	buy	a	Maha	Garu	card	from	the	Time	Castle	and	put	it	on	Otohime	when	you	summon	her	(trust	me).	Be	sure	you	also
upgrade	Ulala's	armor.	Now	that	you	are	all	prepped,	you	should	be	going	on	your	first	optional	trip	to	a	dungeon.	As	I	said,	it	is	optional,	so	you	don't	have	to	and	you	can	just	go	on	to	Zodiac	if	you	wish.	But,	there	are	some	pretty	good	rewards	for	making	this	trip	to	Kasu	High,	and	there	is	no	reason	not	to.	What	you	are	going	to	do	is	go	to	the	third
floor	of	Kasugayama	where	you	can	meet	your	first	rare	demon	(namely	Tek	Tek).	You	could	just	run	around	killing	demons	while	you	hope	to	find	him,	or	you	can	use	the	"Estoma	Trick"	(using	Clean	Salts,	since	you	don't	have	Estoma	yet)	or	the	"Save-Reload	Trick"	to	meet	him.	But,	instead	of	just	mindlessly	killing	demons	and	running	around,	there
are	a	couple	of	things	you	can	accomplish	while	waiting	to	meet	him.	First,	use	the	fusion	Maximum	Tempest	to	finish	every	battle	(in	one	round,	no	less)	and	you	should	start	to	get	a	number	of	mutations	(be	sure	the	fusion	includes	Otohime	to	rank	her	up	and	Maia	to	get	her	to	mutate).	The	goal	of	try	to	get	Maia	to	mutate	is	to	get	the	modification
ability.	As	soon	as	you	get	it,	go	to	the	Velvet	and	Igor	will	explain	that	a	new	persona	is	trying	to	emerge	from	Maia.	A	new	option	will	appear	in	Igor's	menu	where	you	can	mutate	the	level	3	Maia	into	the	level	31	Maia	Custom,	a	VERY	powerful	and	useful	persona	(especially	at	this	point	in	the	game).	Unfortunately,	only	Maia	will	obtain	this	kind	of
a	mutation.	Hopefully,	during	this	trip	to	Kasu	High,	you	should	rank	up	Otohime,	get	Maia	to	mutate	into	Maia	Custom,	meet	Tek	Tek,	probably	gain	a	number	of	mutations	for	Hel	and	Otohime	(greatly	increasing	their	value),	and	I	would	also	suggest	getting	a	contract	with	Ocher	Jelly	and	stocking	up	on	Chewing	Souls	(and/or	other	items	and	tarot
cards).	The	demons	you	will	fight	don't	give	much	EXP	or	yen,	but	you	should	gain	a	level	and	a	nice	pile	of	cash.	When	you	defeat	Tek	Tek,	go	back	to	the	ward	map	and	give	the	Event/Tek	Tek's	Name	Tag	to	him	to	get	a	Soma,	the	best	healing	item	in	the	game	(heal	all	HP,	SP	and	status	effects	to	ALL	characters).	Not	bad	for	beating	that	little	pip-
squeak,	huh?	I'd	suggest	holding	on	to	it	for	a	while	(don't	use	it	on	a	whim	as	these	things	are	very	rare).	Some	people	have	had	a	lot	of	difficulty	mutating	Maia	in	Maia	Custom.	Perhaps	I	am	just	lucky,	but	I	never	have	had	any	problems	getting	mutations.	If	your	personae	compatible	with	their	respective	character	and	you	have	a	good	luck	stat,	you
should	have	no	problems	either.	If	you	do	have	problems,	try	equipping	LUC	increasing	accessories,	like	the	Good	Luck	Bunny,	which	you	start	with.	I	found	that	I	had	a	lot	of	mutations	with	the	spell	Maximum	Tempest,	so	try	using	it.	Above	all,	don't	get	frustrated	if	you	can't	get	the	modification	-	patience	is	a	virtue	and	the	rewards	are	well	worth
it.	The	only	problem	with	Maia	Custom	is	that	the	SP	usage	is	a	bit	high.	But,	you	should	have	at	least	200	SP	by	now,	so	you'll	be	fine	(if	you	really	need	to,	use	those	Chewing	Souls	I	keep	telling	you	to	get).	Also,	a	quick	reminder	that	you	can	now	use	the	"Flamenco	de	la	Pasion"	contact	method	with	Katsuya	and	Ulala.	The	demons	in	this	dungeon
aren't	too	bad.	The	deal	a	good	amount	of	damage,	but	it	shouldn't	be	anything	a	Mediarama	or	Diarama	can't	handle.	You	can	get	rumors	about	the	Atomic	Bufula	spell	in	here	by	asking	demons	for	info.	After	you	get	your	first	demon-rumor,	a	new	option	will	appear	in	the	contract	menu	-	"Spread	a	Rumor."	There	are	several	effects	to	the	spell.	First,
that	it	exists.	Second,	that	it	is	weak.	Third,	it	is	strong.	And	finally,	that	it	fuses	with	another	spell	(Summon	Spirit,	which	you	won't	get	for	a	little	while).	Unless	you	are	using	the	Jack	Frost	persona,	the	best	choice	is	obviously	to	make	it	weak	so	the	Jack	Frost	demon	doesn't	whoop	you	with	it.	===Dungeon======================	Club
Zodiac,	Yumezaki	Ward	3	Floors	(1F,	2F,	3F)	Items	-	Spell/Media	Card	(2F)	Gun/S&W	Magma	(2F)	Item/Anti-Magic	Bead	(2F)	Item/Lucky	Bag	(x2)	(2F)	Spell/Frei	Card	(2F)	Item/Battle	Master	(3F)	Spell/Suku	Kaja	Card	(3F)	Demons	-	Level	16	Tengu	(Magician)	Level	16	Wraith	(Devil)	Level	17	Kiyohime	(Strength)	Level	17	Shax	(Hanged	Man)	Level
18	Jack	Frost	(Lovers)	Level	18	Fang	Leng	(Human)	Level	19	Fearal	(Temperance)	Level	19	Zombie	DJ	(Zombie)	Level	20	Ryuman	(Human)	Level	22	Faust	(Magician)	===Walkthrough==================	Before	you	begin	this	dungeon,	you	should	spread	the	rumor	that	you	can	collect	in	the	dance	hall.	If	you	don't,	you	will	not	be	able	to
get	any	of	the	items	listed	above;	in	fact,	the	only	item	you	will	collect	will	be	an	Iluzone	card	from	chest	that	will	initiate	a	battle	with	a	single	Faust.	The	positive	side	to	not	spreading	the	rumor	is	that	the	dungeon	is	very	simple	and	straight	forward	(so	much	so,	that	I	won't	even	cover	a	step-by-step	walkthrough	for	it),	but	it	is	really	not	worth	it	to
miss	these	items.	It	is	also	fairly	boring...	That	said,	what	follows	is	the	walkthrough	for	the	dungeon	after	the	rumor	has	ben	spread.	(By	the	way,	once	you	go	past	the	first	floor	of	the	dungeon,	you	will	no	longer	be	able	to	spread	the	rumor.)	On	1F,	go	north	then	east	to	get	to	an	area	with	branching	paths.	Take	the	north	west	route	all	the	way	north
to	a	staircase	up	to	2F.	On	2F,	go	south	then	east	to	a	room	with	a	chest.	Return	to	1F	and	go	south	back	towards	the	branching	paths,	but	as	soon	as	you	reach	a	path	going	west,	take	it	to	a	staircase	up	to	2F.	On	2F,	to	south	as	far	as	possible	to	a	chest.	Return	a	little	ways	north	to	a	path	east.	Take	it	and	past	the	first	route	south	to	the	second
route	and	take	it	south.	At	the	set	of	two	staircases,	go	north	of	the	eastern	one	to	a	chest.	Take	the	western	stairs	up	to	3F.	On	3F,	make	a	curve	north	then	west	then	south	to	a	chest.	Return	to	the	double	stairs	on	2F	and	take	the	eastern	one	up	to	3F	this	time.	Now	go	north	then	east	until	you	get	to	a	route	going	north.	Take	it	to	a	chest.	Return
south	and	go	east	then	north	all	of	the	way	to	another	staircase.	You	will	pass	the	Staff	Room,	which	you	can	enter,	but	there	isn't	anything	to	here	at	the	moment,	so	continue	to	the	stairs	down	to	2F.	On	2F,	go	south	and	then	slightly	west,	and	then	south	again	to	a	branching	path.	Take	the	southeast	path	to	a	chest.	Return	to	where	you	came	down
the	stairs,	but	go	west	of	them	this	time.	Go	past	the	staircase	down	to	the	first	floor	to	a	chest.	Return	a	little	bit	east	to	a	path	south	and	follow	the	path	to	a	staircase	up.	(If	you	don't	clean	the	floors	with	Kiyohime	(see	the	puzzle	section	below),	you	will	have	to	go	further	east	and	walk	around	the	big	square	to	the	right	of	the	splotches.)	On	3F,	just
go	north	to	the	Secret	Casino	door	and	try	to	enter.	A	person	on	the	other	side	will	ask	you	the	password,	which	you	obviously	don't	know.	Now,	if	you	return	to	the	Staff	Room	on	2F,	Baofu	will	"persaude"	the	Tien	Tao	Lien	members	in	there	to	tell	him	the	password.	Return	to	the	casino	door	and	enter	the	password.	Even	though	I'm	going	to	list	the
password	in	the	Puzzle	section,	you	may	still	want	to	hike	back	to	the	Staff	Room	just	to	see	how	good	Baofu	is	at	"persauding"	people...and	to	see	Katsuya	get	very	angry	with	Baofu.	Anyway,	once	you	enter	the	password	and	open	the	door,	the	boss	fight	will	begin	(after	a	quick	story	scene).	===Puzzles======================	Two
puzzles	this	time.	During	this	dungeon,	you	will	see	big	splotches	of	yellow	on	the	floor.	If	you	step	on	them,	the	will	take	away	a	huge	amount	of	HP.	So	don't	step	on	them!	However,	if	you	ask	demons	for	info	in	the	contract	menu,	one	of	them	will	tell	you	that	the	demon	Kiyohime	is	a	neat	freak.	If	you	get	a	contract	with	Kiyohime,	a	new	option	will
appear	in	her	contract	menu	to	clean	the	floors.	By	all	means	try	to	get	this	rumor	-	it	will	make	this	dungeon	much	easier	to	navigate.	Also,	a	password	is	required	to	enter	the	Secret	Casino	to	complete	the	dungeon	and	fight	the	boss.	To	get	the	password,	you	must	first	try	to	enter	the	Secret	Casino	then	go	to	the	Staff	Room	on	2F,	where	Baofu	will
get	the	password.	The	password	is	"panther".	===Boss=========================	Level	26	Joker	Noriko	-	"I	can't...Because	I'm	a	Joker	"	Comment	:	Noriko	who	turned	into	a	Joker	user.	HP	:	~1,200;	Strong	:	Water;	Weak	:	Fire	Spells	:	Absolute	Zero	(critical),	Maha	Aques,	Marin	Karin,	Old	Maid,	Raku	Kaja,	Taru	Kaja	Level	20	Ryuman
(x2)	-	"Hey	you!	What	are	you	doing	here!?"	Comment	:	Member	of	the	Tien	Tao	Lien.	HP	:	~475;	Void	:	Holy	Spells	:	Single	Shot,	Rapidfire	Notable	Spells	:	Old	Maid	Persona	:	Maia	-	Maia	Custom	OR	Pariker	(with	Aques)/Maia	Ulala	-	Iris	Katsuya	-	Otohime	Baofu	-	Hel	This	battle	should	be	really	quick	and	easy	if	you	just	follow	my	plan,	despite	the
small	bit	of	infamy	that	has	built	up	around	this	battle.	Right	away,	cast	Maximum	Tempest	twice	to	take	out	the	two	Ryuman	demons	and	deal	a	good	bit	of	damage	to	Noriko.	It	shouldn't	be	too	hard	to	cast	two	fusions	right	out	of	the	gate	-	Noriko	usually	casts	one	of	here	Kaja	spells	on	a	Ryuman	and	the	other	two	will	just	hit	you	for	a	small	bit	of
damage	(just	use	Maia	Custom's	excellent	spell	Mediarama	to	fully	heal	all	of	your	characters).	Be	sure	you	use	the	best	spells	you	have	(Otohime's	Garu,	Maia	Custom's	Maha	Aques,	and	Hel's	Maha	Garula).	Once	those	two	are	gone,	this	boss	can	be	put	to	rest	really	quickly	by	using	the	fusion	Tower	Inferno	2-3	times	on	Noriko	(again,	use	the	best
spells	-	Otohime's	Garu,	Iris'	Maha	Magnus,	and	Hel's	Fire	Storm	while	Maya	heals	with	Mediarama).	It	really	should	not	be	hard	to	cast	these	spells	a	few	rounds.	Most	of	Noriko's	spells	do	little	to	medium	damage	to	you,	and	if	they	do	too	much,	just	use	the	circle	button	to	move	Maya	to	the	first	slot	and	cast	Mediarama.	Your	biggest	problems	are
if	she	casts	Old	Maid	(defend,	as	usual)	or	inflicts	you	with	the	Charmed	or	Frozen	status	effects.	You	can't	heal	these	and	the	only	way	to	make	them	go	away	is	by	having	the	affected	character	act	a	few	times	(usually	anywhere	from	one	to	four	times).	Barring	those,	this	should	be	a	cut	and	dry	battle	over	in	four	to	five	rounds.	Now,	if	you	don't
have	Maia	Custom,	Pariker	makes	a	fairly	good	substitute,	along	with	Maia.	You	should	put	Aques	on	her	to	include	her	in	the	fusion	Maximum	Tempest	at	the	beginning.	For	Tower	Inferno,	you	could	replace	her	with	Otohime	and	have	Katsuya	heal	with	Diarama	or	Soothing	Melody	(mutation	spell)	or	you	could	switch	to	Maia	at	this	point	and	use
her	Diarama.	It	doesn't	make	much	difference	and	you	get	the	same	results.	You	may	deal	less	damage,	so	it	could	take	a	bit	longer	(which	will	obviously	make	things	harder),	but	it	should	still	be	manageable.	EXP	:	2,766	Yen	:	7,800	In	case	you	missed	it	(which	I	think	many	people	will)	there	is	a	small	portion	of	the	story	which	isn't	entirely	made
clear	to	you.	They	kind	of	rush	past	it	quickly	in	the	Velvet	and	you	might	not	have	picked	it	up,	but	Noriko	is	the	one	responsible	for	the	murders	at	Seven	Sisters.	After	Anna,	whom	Noriko	looks	up	to	greatly,	was	in	a	hit-and-run	that	ruined	her	track	career,	Noriko	used	the	Joker	curse	on	him	(and	others).	That's	why	Anna	asks	Katsuya	if	he	will



arrest	Noriko	(and	Katsuya	goes	soft	on	her,	but	only	because	he	can't	do	anything,	as	Baofu	points	out).	_______________________________________________________________________________	G.	A	o	b	a	P	a	r	k	(First	Visit)	_______________________________________________________________________________	===City=========================	There	is
very	little	new	in	the	city	this	time.	Most	importantly,	the	second	area	of	the	Bomb	Shelter	in	Kasu	High	is	now	open	and	you	should	go	there	to	meet	the	rare	persona-demon	Shaka,	who	will	give	you	his	Material	Card	when	you	defeat	him.	The	Pathetic	Loser	has	disappeared	from	the	Hirasaka	ward	map,	but	a	new	person,	the	Mellow	old	man,	has
appeared	on	the	Aoba	map.	He	gives	you	a	rumor	about	the	next	dungeon	(Aoba	Park).	In	the	dungeon,	there	are	flowers...	that	can	talk...	They	are	a	puzzle	to	get	a	rare	item	from	one	of	the	flowers	(see	the	puzzle	section).	Shiraishi	Lady	has	a	new	mansearch	with	a	sizeable	reward.	Also,	you	should	register	your	new	cards	at	the	Time	Castle.
Finally,	now	might	be	a	good	time	to	fill	up	the	Lucky	Cat	in	Kuzunoha	(with	100,000	yen).	You	can	get	some	very	useful	rumors	at	you	should	have	some	extra	cash	on	you.	REQUIRED	TO	DO:	Just	go	to	Aoba	Park	NEW	RUMORS:	Flowers	in	Aoba	Park	Talk	-	Mellow	old	man,	Aoba	Ward	Map	Kaori	does	Aromatherapy	-	Nekomata	-	Kuzunoha	Etheria
does	Treatments	-	Nekomata	-	Kuzunoha	Trish	sells	ice	cream	-	Nekomata	-	Kuzunoha	CARDS	TO	REGISTER:	Frei,	Media,	Suku	Kaja	NEW	MANSEARCHES:	Yuuichi	Suzuki	-	Gatten	Sushi	===Suggested	Party==============	Level	24	Persona	:	Maya	-	Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Iris/Jack	Frost	Katsuya	-	Otohime/Shaka	Baofu	-	Hel/Ryume	Fusions	:
None	to	learn	Items	:	Item/Clean	Salt	(Archangel)	to	get	Spell/Magnus	Card	(Hel	-	Rare)	You	should	just	keep	your	current	personae.	The	next	dungeon	is	really	short	and	these	personae	are	actually	going	to	remain	very	useful	for	a	little	bit.	You	may	want	to	pick	up	the	Jack	Frost	persona;	he's	pretty	good,	but	he's	also	really	cute!	You	should	also	go
to	the	second	area	of	the	Bomb	Shelter	and	try	to	meet	the	demon	Shaka,	who	drops	his	Material	card.	He	is	an	EXCELLENT	persona	(probably	the	single	most	useful	persona,	even	if	it	is	only	in	the	middle	of	the	game).	If	you	have	trouble	meeting	him,	consider	using	the	Estoma	Trick	(using	Clean	Salts)	and	the	Save-Reload	trick.	You	will	need	to	be
at	level	24	to	summon	him,	however.	You	can	also	meet	the	rare	demon	Nata	in	Aoba	Park,	but	he	is	very	difficult	at	your	current	level	and	you	won't	be	able	to	use	his	Material	card	for	some	time	anyway.	You	will	be	returning	to	this	dungeon	later,	so	I	would	suggest	you	wait	until	then	to	try	and	find	him.	In	fact,	since	you	are	returning	later,	you
could	just	skip	everything	and	head	to	the	Rest	Area	(which	I	don't	suggest	you	do,	of	course).	The	demons	in	here	are	fairly	easy.	Just	exploit	their	weaknesses	and	you	will	be	find.	===Dungeon======================	Aoba	Park,	Aoba	Ward	1	Floor	(3	Sections	-	South,	Central	and	North)	Items	-	Accessory/White	Bandanna	(South	Side)
Item/Miracle	Soda	(South	Side)	Helm/Mechanical	Helmet	(Central	Area)	Item/STR	Incense	(Central	Area)	Item/VIT	Incense	(Central	Area)	Item/TEC	Incense	(North	Side)	Item/Muscle	Drink	(North	Side)	Spell/Bersac	Card	(North	Side)	Demons	-	Level	18	Jack	Frost	(Lovers)	Level	19	Fearal	(Temperance)	Level	20	Pariker	(Moon)	Level	21	Archangel
(Judgment)	Level	22	Faust	(Magician)	Level	22	Hel	(Death)	Level	23	Gandharva	(Star)	Level	38	Nata	(Justice)	===Walkthrough==================	Your	goal	for	this	dungeon	is	just	to	reach	the	Rest	Area	where	Sneak	told	you	to	meet,	but	there	are	also	a	number	of	items	to	get.	I	will	direct	to	all	of	the	items	and	you	should	pass	the	Rest
Area	while	you	are	getting	them.	(DON'T	enter	the	Rest	Area	until	you	are	ready	to	leave	-	it	will	automatically	start	a	scene	then	kick	you	out	of	Aoba	Park	until	later).	There	is	also	a	puzzle	in	this	dungeon	in	which	you	must	talk	to	all	of	the	flowers	to	answer	a	question.	Lastly,	you	can	meet	the	level	38	persona-demon	Nata	here	(he	seems	to	show
up	in	the	North	side	most	often),	whom	I	suggest	you	hold	off	on	trying	to	fight,	as	he	is	far	above	your	level.	In	the	South	Side,	go	east	until	you	reach	a	flower.	Go	south	of	it	to	a	chest.	Return	to	the	area	with	the	old	man	you	passed,	and	go	north,	then	northwest,	then	north	again	of	him.	You'll	be	shot	out	going	east.	Go	east	until	you	can	go	south
and	then	you	will	see	a	small	passage	to	a	chest	(check	the	Auto	Map	if	you	can't	find	it).	Return	to	the	Gateway	you	just	passed	and	go	through	it.	In	the	Central	Area,	do	an	"S"	curve	north	and	go	southwest	until	you	go	past	the	Purple	Flower's	garden.	To	the	west	of	it,	you	will	see	a	SP-depleting	blue	grate.	Cross	over	it	to	get	to	a	chest.	Go	north
around	the	hedgerow	and	then	southwest	on	the	other	side	of	it.	Keep	going	until	you	run	into	a	chest.	Once	you	get	the	item,	go	north	past	the	Rest	Area	(don't	go	in)	until	you	get	to	yet	another	chest.	After	you	have	that,	just	go	straight	east	as	far	as	you	can	until	you	reach	another	Gateway.	Go	through	it.	In	the	North	Side,	go	west	as	far	as	you
can,	then	straight	north	to	a	chest.	Return	southeast	then	go	north	and	around	the	hedges	to	a	small	gap	in	the	path	(use	the	Auto	Map	to	see	it).	Go	slightly	north	and	move	south	to	come	around	east.	Then	go	south	on	the	other	side	of	the	hedgerow	(between	the	hedge	and	the	wall).	If	you	go	south,	you	will	find	a	chest.	Return	to	the	area	around	the
gap	and	go	north	of	it	a	bit	and	then	there	will	be	a	long,	winding	path	that	leads	west.	Take	it	to	the	end	to	a	chest.	Now,	you	could	explore	up	north	and	to	the	far	east	to	find	a	Trish's	Fountain	and	the	entrance	to	the	Concert	Hall,	but	you	have	no	use	for	either	at	the	moment,	so	just	return	to	the	Rest	Area	and	enter	it	when	you	are	ready.	No	boss
this	time.	===Puzzles======================	There	are	eight	flowers	spread	throughout	the	park	who	will	speak	(after	you	have	spread	the	rumor).	They	each	give	you	a	piece	of	a	puzzle	to	answer	the	Dignified	Purple	Flower's	question	(which	you	only	get	one	shot	at,	unless	you	save	and	reload	your	game.	If	you	don't	get	it	right,	he	will
poison	you	and	refuse	to	talk	to	you	ever	again).	Here	are	the	quotes	for	each	one:	Blue	:	I'm	a	Blue	Dragon,	born	in	February.	I'm	compatible	with	Navy	Flower	Blue	Dragon,	born	in	June.	There	are	as	many	dragons	as	months.	Yellow	:	I'm	a	Gold	Dragon,	born	in	May.	I'm	compatible	with	Black	-Green	Dragon	born	in	September.	Dragons	depend	on
what	month	you	Flower	were	born.	Red	:	Dragons...are	divided	into...4	types.	So,	there	are	2	other	Flower	dragons	like	you...	You're	compatible...if	they're	of	the	same	nature.	By	the	way...I'm	a	Red	Dragon.	Yellow	:	Yeah,	that's	right!	I'm	a	Yellow	Flower	born	in	January.	I	Flower	don't	care	if	I'm	incompatible	with	the	Silver	dragon,	born	in	October!
But	my	sister,	one	month	younger,	has	good	affinity	with	the	Silver	Dragon!	Well,	I	have	good	affinity	with	the	Gold	Dragon,	so	there!	Orange	:	I	am	a	Moon	Dragon,	born	in	November.	that	is	why	I	fell	in	Flower	love	with	a	White	Dragon,	who	was	born	in	March...	Aqua-	:	I	was	born	in	July.	Thus,	I	am	a	Light	Dragon.	I	have	bad	Blue	affinity	with	the
Red	Dragon,	who	is	one	month	younger.	Flower	But,	I	have	good	affinity	with	my	sister,	4	months	younger.	Well,	don't	think	about	it	too	much.	Now,	let's	see	the	hard	data	they	give	us:	-One	Dragon	per	month,	thus	12	Dragons.	-Four	Groups	of	Dragons	with	three	each	-A	Dragon	of	one	group	is	compatible	with	the	others	in	that	group	A	table	of	the
Wang	Long	Dragons:	+------------------------------------------------------------+	|	Month	|	Dragon	|	Affinity	|	Bad	Affinity	|	|------------------------------------------------------------+	|	January	|	Yellow	|	Gold	|	Silver	|	|	February	|	Blue	|	Navy	Blue	|	|	|	March	|	White	|	Moon	|	|	|	April	|	Scarlet*	|	|	|	|	May	|	Gold	|	Black	|	|	|	June	|	Navy	Blue	|	Blue	|	|	|	July	|	Light	|	Moon,	White	|	Red	|	|
August	|	Red	|	|	Light	|	|	September|	Black	|	Gold	|	|	|	October	|	Silver	|	|	Yellow	|	|	November	|	Moon	|	White,	Light	|	|	|	December	|	Purple	|	Silver	|	|	+------------------------------------------------------------+	*	-	According	to	the	Wang	Long	girl	in	the	2X	Slash	Fill	in	the	table	and	the	groups	are:	Group	1:	Blue,	Navy	Blue,	Scarlet	Group	2:	Light,	Moon,	White	Group	3:
Black,	Gold,	Yellow	Group	4:	Silver,	Red,	Purple	Everything	fills	in	easily	except	Scarlet	and	Red.	But,	since	the	group	with	Purple	MUST	include	Silver,	and	everything	else	has	been	filled	in,	the	only	choice	is	between	Red	and	Scarlet.	But	Scarlet	isn't	even	an	option	when	you	talk	to	the	Dignified	Purple	flower.	Thus,	Purple	has	affinity	with	Silver
and	Red.	If	you	talk	to	the	Dignified	Purple	Flower,	you	can	choose	Yellow	Green,	Aqua-Blue,	Yellow,	Red,	Blue,	or	Orange.	So,	pick	RED!	You	will	get	the	Akashic	Ring,	another	item	that	you	won't	be	using	for	a	while,	but	it	is	very	valuable.	===Rare	Battle==================	Level	38	Nata	(Justice)	-	"Feel	the	wrath	of	my	Paopei!"
Comment	:	Battle	genius	who	fights	with	many	Paopei.	HP	:	800;	Void	:	Mind/Nerve;	Weak	:	Lightning	Spells	:	Taru	Kaja,	Sonic	Punch,	Tackle	First	of	all,	should	you	have	the	fortune	(misfortune?)	to	meet	him	by	accident,	you	should	be	prepared	for	the	battle,	or	else	don't	fight	him	(retreat)	-	it	is	very	possible	you	will	game	over.	If	you	were	looking
for	him,	you're	in	for	a	close	fight.	This	battle	is	basically	a	slug-fest,	similar	to	the	Shaka	battle	(which	you	should	have	fought	by	now),	only	with	a	couple	of	differences:	no	status	effects,	you	should	be	able	to	get	off	a	few	fusions,	and	he	will	hit	you	really	hard	with	physical	attacks.	So	hard	that	he	may	kill	a	character	in	one	hit	(especially	if	he	casts
Taru	Kaja	(Atk.	Up)	on	himself).	Be	sure	you	have	the	best	armor.	Your	best	strategy	is	to	just	use	everyone's	best	spell,	but	arrange	it	so	that	it	will	do	a	fusion	that	does	huge	damage	(Stone	Rise,	Hydro	Boost,	Wind	Cutter,	or	Tower	Inferno).	HOWEVER,	do	not	try	to	arrange	it	so	that	you	use	a	fusion	every	time,	or	else	he	will	get	in	many	more
attacks	than	you	do	-	his	AGI	is	much	higher	than	yours	and	he	will	go	more	often	than	you.	You	can	keep	the	number	of	turns	he	gets	to	a	minimum	by	not	rearranging	your	characters	too	much.	Anyway,	as	I	said,	it	is	just	a	slug-fest,	so	attack	him	with	your	best	spells,	rearrange	one	or	two	characters	to	do	fusions	when	you	can	and	use	Mediarama
(most	likely	every	turn).	EXP	:	481	Yen	:	2,660	Item	:	Material/Paopei	_______________________________________________________________________________	H.	S	e	w	e	r	s	(Route	A)	_______________________________________________________________________________	===City=========================	There	is	a	whole	lot	to	do	in	the	city	this	time,	but
most	of	it	can't	be	done	until	you	do	a	few	story	scenes.	Right	after	Aoba	Park,	the	only	thing	different	is	that	the	inventories	at	Parabellum	and	Rosa	Candida	have	changed.	To	continue	on,	go	to	Kuzunoha	and	"Master	Ulala"	will	explain	her	plan	for	meeting	with	the	mysterious	couple	that	Sneak	told	you	about.	You	have	two	choices	in	Kuzunoha	-
one	minor	and	one	VERY	major.	For	the	minor	one,	Ulala	will	ask	Maya	what	she	thinks	of	her	plan	-	if	you	answer	"Hmmm...I'm	not	so	sure..."	Ulala	will	get	really	angry	and	give	Maya	3,000	yen	to	pay	for	the	rumor	(no	major	effect	if	you	answer	"That	would	work.").	(By	the	way,	if	you	talk	to	Tammy	in	Kuzunoha,	she	will	look	at	the	picture	and	say
that	the	two	look	familiar...)	Now,	to	continue	on	with	the	story,	you	need	to	spread	the	rumor	about	an	"individual	at	Parabellum"	and	you	are	given	a	choice	between	that	person	being	male	or	female.	(The	rumor	will	appear	in	the	rumor	menu	at	Kuzunoha	after	Ulala	has	said	her	peace.)	Whichever	choice	you	make	will	determine	you	next	party
member	and	your	"route"	for	the	game.	The	routes	are	actually	very	similar	for	the	greater	part	of	the	game,	but	there	are	a	few	major	differences.	First	and	most	obvious,	the	two	routes	have	different	fifth	party	members.	Second,	the	next	dungeon	you	go	to	will	be	different	-	the	Sewers	and	Lab	for	choosing	"man"	and	Sumaru	TV	for	choosing
"woman."	Third,	though	the	story-line	is	basically	the	same,	you	see	separate	aspects	of	it	from	the	two	routes.	Fourth,	who	you	fight	during	a	major	boss	fight	much	later	on	will	be	different	in	each	route.	These	are	the	major	variances,	but	there	are	a	few	more	later	on	that	will	be	explained	at	the	proper	time.	Don't	worry	too	much	about	making	the
decision	-	one	isn't	harder	or	better	than	the	other,	just	different.	(And	chances	are	that	you	may	want	to	play	them	both...)	If	you	really	don't	know	which	to	choose,	save	your	game	before	spreading	the	rumor	and	explore	each	route	a	bit.	The	man's	route	has	a	double	dungeon,	one	of	which	is	timed,	while	the	woman's	route	has	a	single,	but	very
long,	dungeon.	In	my	humble	opinion,	the	storyline	during	the	man's	dungeons	is	more	dramatic,	but	the	women's	route	is	interesting	in	it's	own	right.	The	man's	route	only	has	one	boss	battle,	but	the	woman's	has	five,	count	them,	five	bosses.	It's	up	to	you	which	you	take.	Once	you	have	chosen,	go	to	Parabellum	and	you	see	a	number	of	scenes.
Then	the	fifth	party	member	will	join	you,	you	will	have	access	to	the	new	ward	Narumi,	and	be	told	which	dungeon	is	your	next	destination.	*******************************************************************************	DO	THE	SCENE	AT	PARABELLUM	NOW	-	SPOILERS	FROM	HERE	ON!!!
*******************************************************************************	This	section	deals	with	choosing	the	man's	route.	If	you	do,	Nate	Nanjo,	from	the	first	Persona	will	join	your	party.	He	is	at	Level	22,	equipped	with	his	starter	persona	Aizen	Myouou,	and	also	equipped	with	the	new	armor	that	is	available	at	Rosa	Candida.	Nate's	route	has
two	dungeons	(as	opposed	to	Ellen's	which	has	only	one)	-	the	Sewers	and	the	Laboratory.	Ellen	will	investigate	Wang	Long	Chizuru's	connection	to	the	New	World	Order	and	Nate	will	be	investigating	Guido	Kandori's	connection	to	the	NWO.	After	you	have	acquired	your	new	party	member,	there	is	a	ton	of	stuff	to	do.	First,	you	now	have	access	to
the	final	ward,	Narumi.	There	are	a	number	of	points	of	interest	on	the	ward	map,	but	most	of	them	cannot	be	accessed	at	the	moment.	You	can,	however,	go	to	the	Hotel	Pleadies	(where	you	met	Nate	and	Ellen)	and	the	shops	in	its	lobby.	To	get	to	the	shops,	you	need	to	go	on	the	SOUTH	side	of	the	hotel.	There	are	two	entrances	-	the	one	to	Nate's
suite	and	the	other	to	the	shops.	(A	lot	of	people	have	had	trouble	finding	the	shops.)	There	is	the	Ebony	where	you	can	get	rumors	and	will	be	able	to	do	map-making	quests,	Padparcha	where	you	will	be	able	to	forge	custom	weapons	(with	those	metals	you	have	been	obtaining	in	the	game),	Clair	De	Lune	where	you	can	get	food	and	weapons	or
armor,	and	finally,	yet	another	Velvet	Room.	There	is	no	Satomi	Tadashi	in	Narumi	(so	your	sanity	will	stay	intact...no	brainwashing	music!).	The	main	thing	to	do	is	get	all	of	the	rumors	and	then	prepare	for	the	next	two	dungeons	(it	is	a	"double-dungeon"	and	you	cannot	leave	once	you	begin	the	Sewers).	There	are	also	a	couple	of	more	mansearches
to	make	a	good	40,000	yen.	Be	sure	to	get	the	rumor	Salam	who	will	contract	you	to	make	maps	of	the	dungeons	for	some	EXCELLENT	prizes	(it	is	a	pain,	but	well	worth	it	-	more	on	maps	when	you	get	to	the	lab;	for	now,	just	get	the	blank	map).	Also	be	sure	to	spread	the	rumor	about	Tsuchinoko	before	you	head	into	the	dungeons.	You	can	also
spread	a	rumor	about	the	Sumaru	Genie	doing	Affinity	Readings.	See	enigmaopoeia's	guide	for	more	details,	but	here	are	a	couple	of	useful	affinities	(Y	=	Yes	and	N	=	No):	Count	(Time	Castle)	:	Y-Y-Y-Y-Y-N	Jewelry	Designer	(Padparcha)	:	N-Y-Y-Y-Y-Y	Cashier	(Mu	Continent)	:	Y-N-N-Y-Y-N	After	you	have	gained	your	fifth	party	member,	you	can	go	to
Kismet	and	talk	to	Mizuno.	If	you	do,	she	will	ask	Maya	if	she	was	at	Parabellum.	IT	IS	VERY	IMPORTANT	THAT	YOU	ANSWER	NO!!!	This	question	has	a	key	point	to	unlocking	something	later,	so	just	be	sure	to	say	NO.	If	you	go	around	the	city	and	talk	to	everyone	(as	you	should),	you	will	notice	that	Eikichi	is	missing	from	Sumaru	Prison,	Mary	is
missing	form	Hiiragi	Therapy,	and	Sugimoto	is	missing	from	the	Bomb	Shelter	basement...	Not	very	important,	but	interesting	to	note.	When	you	are	ready,	head	into	the	Sewers	(you	can	try	to	go	into	the	laboratory	(your	real	destination)	but	your	party	members	will	say	that	the	security	is	too	tight	to	enter	directly,	so	you	need	to	get	in	via	the
Sewers).	REQUIRED	TO	DO:	Go	to	Kuzunoha	Spread	the	rumor	concerning	an	individual	at	Parabellum	Go	to	Parabellum	Go	to	the	Sewers	SHOP	INVENTORIES	CHANGE:	Parabellum	Rosa	Candida	NEW	RUMORS:	Tsuchinoko	appears	in	Sewers	-	Adventurer,	Narumi	Ward	Map	Clair	De	Lune	sells	weapons	-	Rumor	Lovin'	Bartender,	Ebony	Clair	De
Lune	sells	armor	-	Toku,	Izakaya	Shiraishi	Padparcha	develops	weapons	-	Rumor	Lovin'	Bartender,	Ebony	Salam	collects	maps	-	Rumor	Lovin'	Bartender,	Ebony	Fantasy	World	gives	away	weapons	-	Chunky,	Sushi	Gatten	Fantasy	World	gives	away	accessories	-	Chikalin,	Peace	Burger	Fantasy	World	gives	away	Spell	Cards	-	Barkeep,	Jolly	Roger
Sumaru	Genie	does	affinities	-	Barkeep,	Jolly	Roger	Rosa	Candida	owner	swept	away...	-	Sumaru	King,	2X	Slash	Shiraishi	lady	realized	her	dream...	-	Toku,	Izakaya	Shiraishi	Parabellum	hired	a	bouncer...	-	Humphrey,	Parabellum	Trish	changed	her	mind...	-	Nekomata,	Kuzunoha	NEW	MANSEARCHES:	Yayoi	Kimura	-	Padparcha	Humphrey	-	Parabellum
CARDS	TO	REGISTER:	Magnus	===Suggested	Party==============	Level	25	Persona	:	Maya	-	Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Iris/Nemesis	Katsuya	-	Shaka/(Umayado	No	Ouji)	Baofu	-	Hel	Nate	-	Aizen	Myouou	Fusions	:	None	(at	the	moment	-	see	next	dungeon)	to	learn	Items	:	None	(except	the	items	in	the	dungeon)	to	get	Before	starting	the	next
dungeon,	there	is	a	lot	to	do.	First,	there	are	a	couple	of	personae	you	should	get.	First,	if	you	haven't	already,	get	Shaka	and	put	him	on	Katsuya	(Nate	has	better	compatibility,	but	Nate's	starter	persona	Aizen	Myouou	is	at	rank	one	-	and	Aizen	is	pretty	good,	so	you	may	as	well	keep	him	for	now).	Next,	get	the	Empress	persona	Nemesis,	an	very
strong	persona.	Put	her	on	Ulala,	but	I'd	still	use	Iris	primarily	in	this	dungeon	because	you	won't	have	much	chance	to	rank	Nemesis	up	(as	the	next	dungeon	is	timed).	Just	be	sure	to	bring	Iris	with	you	if	you	decide	to	only	use	Nemesis	-	she	is	useful	later.	Other	than	those	two,	the	rest	you	have	been	using	should	be	fine.	There	is	a	new	spell	that	is
available	to	you	and	that	you	should	take	advantage	of	immediately	-	Estoma.	You	can	find	now	find	it	on	the	Hierophant	persona	Umayado	No	Ouji	(hope	you	have	plenty	of	Free	cards).	Or,	you	could	use	the	persona	I	prefer	to	use	for	Estoma,	Nemesis.	Her	mutation	spell	is	Estoma	-	if	you	have	trouble	getting	her	to	mutate,	you	might	as	well	just
summon	and	rank	up	Umayado	No	Ouji.	The	spell	Estoma,	when	cast	from	the	Spell	menu	in	the	main	menu,	will	ELIMINATE	all	random	battles	that	only	contain	demons	that	are	below	the	level	of	your	average	party	level.	If	say,	the	average	is	22,	you	will	not	have	any	random	battles	with	demons	22	or	below,	but	you	will	have	battles	that	have	at
least	one	demon	level	23	and	up.	Very	useful	for	the	next	dungeon,	which	is	timed,	or	if	you	are	just	sick	of	battles.	DO	NOT,	however,	use	it	all	of	the	time!	You	need	to	fight	SOME	battles.	In	the	city,	there	are	a	whole	bunch	of	new	rumors,	so	spread	those.	There	are	a	few	noteworthy	rumors	mixed	in	there.	One	of	them	is	about	a	man	named	Salam
in	Ebony.	You	can	spread	a	rumor	that	he	collects	maps	of	dungeons	-	by	all	means,	spread	the	rumor	and	get	a	blank	map	from	him!	He	will	give	you	A	LOT	of	cards	if	you	turn	in	a	complete	map	to	him.	Map	making	is	a	bit	tedious	and	frustrating,	as	you	need	to	fill	in	every	square	on	the	Auto	Map	(you'll	see	what	I	mean	in	the	next	dungeon)	by
coming	within	2	squares	of	it	and	sometimes	you	need	to	back	track	to	get	a	square	you	missed	(if	you	really	get	desperate	and	frustrated,	use	the	new	Estoma	spell),	but	it	is	well	worth	it.	Next,	be	sure	to	get	the	rumor	about	Tsuchinoko,	a	rare	rumor	demon	that	will	appear	in	the	sewers.	Third,	you	can	get	a	rumor	that	Padparcha,	the	jewelry	store,
makes	custom	weapons.	They	will	have	some	_excellent_	armor	and	weapons,	though	they	are	very	pricey	and	require	you	to	acquire	various	metals	to	make	(like	the	Obsidian	and	Akashic	Ring	you	have	already	picked	up).	Finally,	there	are	four	"random-effect"	rumors	that	you	can	spread.	These	rumors	don't	have	one	specific	outcome	as	all	other
rumors	so	far	have	and	they	can	be	positive	or	negative.	For	their	various	effects,	see	my	Kuzunoha/Rumor	Guide.	To	get	the	good	effects,	save	your	game	before	you	spread	them	and	reload	the	save	if	you	get	a	bad	effect.	However,	hold	off	on	spreading	the	one	about	Trish	-	it's	too	hard	to	use	save-reload	to	get	the	good	effect	at	the	moment.	Now
that	you	have	spent	tens	of	thousands	of	yen	on	Rumors,	you	are	probably	getting	low	on	funds.	There	are	a	couple	of	lucrative	new	mansearches	to	refill	your	wallet	(or	purse,	as	it	were).	Now	before	you	start	the	next	dungeon,	you	should	probably	get	some	new	armor.	I'd	suggest	you	get	your	helms	and	boots	from	Rosa	Candida	(or,	if	you	have	the
cash,	you	may	want	to	go	to	Toa	or	Clair	De	Lune)	and	to	Padparcha	for	your	armor.	They	have	the	excellent	Mithril	Armor	that	only	costs	10,000	yen	and	two	Mithril	Silvers.	To	get	Mithril	Silvers,	use	the	Turbo-Controller	trick	on	Slots	#2	at	the	casino	to	get	a	lot	of	coins	then	exchange	them	for	the	Silvers.	If	you	are	low	on	status-	recovering	items,
get	some	at	Satomi	Tadashi	(and	you	should	probably	pick	up	some	magazines	to	send	in).	If	you	are	low	on	Chewing	Souls,	get	some	more	from	the	Ocher	Jellies	in	Kasu	High.	You	may	want	to	consider	weapon	upgrades,	but	as	usual,	it	isn't	that	vital.	In	fact,	you	get	some	pretty	good	weapons	in	the	next	dungeon,	so	you	might	as	well	wait.	If	you
really	want	to	get	some	weapons,	make	some	in	Padparcha	(get	the	materials	from	the	slots	at	Mu	Continent).	Hopefully	you	won't	run	out	of	money	here...	The	next	two	dungeons	are	another	"double	dungeon"	like	Mt.	Mifune	and	the	Sanitarium.	Unfortunately,	unlike	those	two,	you	cannot	leave	the	Sewers	or	Lab	once	you	choose	between	A1	or	B1
(see	the	walkthrough	section	for	more	on	that).	But,	if	you	are	prepped,	it	shouldn't	be	anything	you	can't	handle.	In	the	Sewers,	you	are	give	a	choice	between	two	routes	-	A	or	B.	TAKE	B!!!	It	has	much	better	items	and	it	is	generally	easier	to	navigate.	A1	and	B1	are	identical	in	the	items	they	give,	but	for	sections	2	and	3,	absolutely	take	B.	As	for
fighting	the	demons	in	the	Sewers,	they	should	be	fairly	easy.	Most	of	them	are	strong	against	water	and	weak	against	fire,	so	don't	use	water	and	DO	use	fire.	Using	a	fire	fusion	that	will	hit	all	the	demons	would	be	best,	but	since	you	don't	have	one	yet,	you	can	just	use	Maximum	Tempest	or	Crag	Fang	to	take	them	out	(you	should	be	able	to	kill
them	all	using	it	once	or	at	the	most	twice).	However,	you	may	not	even	want	to	bother	fighting	demons	in	here	to	conserve	time	(the	high	encounter	rate	is	really	frustrating	in	a	timed	dungeon	with	a	lot	to	explore).	If	your	level	is	high	enough,	just	use	Estoma	to	bypass	the	fights.	There	are	a	lot	of	new	demons	in	here	to	fight	(for	gathering	Analyze
data	and	items)	but	you	can	fight	them	in	the	Bomb	Shelter	also,	so	it	isn't	that	big	of	a	deal	to	collect	data	and	items	here.	There	are	a	couple	of	demon	rumors	to	get	in	here,	but	they	aren't	necessary.	Two	of	them	tell	you	that	there	are	really	good	items	in	B2	and	B3	and	you	can	also	get	rumors	about	the	Rumor-Spell	Wonderful	Aques	for	Kanaloa
(but	you	can	also	get	them	in	Area	3	of	the	Bomb	Shelter).	===Dungeon======================	Sewers,	Narumi	Ward	1	Floor	(6	sections	-	1A,	2A,	3A,	1B,	2B,	3B)	Timed	Event	:	10	Minutes	(each	section)	Items	-	Item/Devil's	Capote	(A1)-Item/Disguise	Goods	Item/Seed	of	Escape	(A3)-Sword/Plasma	Sword	(B1)-Item/Devil's	Capote
Item/Disguise	Goods	Item/Seed	of	Escape	(B2)-Tarot/Free	Tarot	(20)	Finger	Shot/Striker	Item/Medicine	(20)	Item/LUC	Incense	Item/Medical	Powder	Item/Damascus	Steel	(B3)-Spell/Recarm	Card	Gun/Pipe	Fox	Item/Awaken	Item/Mithril	Silver	Sword/Plasma	Sword	Demons	-	Level	18	Jack	Frost	(Lovers)	Level	20	Parkier	(Moon)	Level	21	Archangel
(Judgment)	Level	22	Faust	(Magician)	Level	22	Hel	(Death)	Level	23	Gandharva	(Star)	Level	23	Kraken	(World)	Level	24	Kanaloa	(Tower)	Level	24	Kabanda	(Hanged	Man)	Level	25	Lich	(Devil)	Level	29	Tsuchinoko	(Rumor)	===Walkthrough==================	When	you	first	enter	the	sewers,	there	will	be	quick	scene	where	Nate	is
reunited	with	Mary	and	Chris.	These	two	will	play	a	small	role	in	this	dungeon	in	that	each	will	unlock	doors	leading	to	different	areas	of	the	sewers	(Mary	unlocks	the	A	route	and	Chris	unlocks	the	B	route).	In	this	dungeon,	there	are	two	routes	(A	and	B)	and	three	sections	(1,	2,	and	3)	and	you	will	have	to	choose	either	A	or	B	for	each	section	(you
can	cross	paths	and	take	A1	then	B2	and	then	A3,	if	you	want).	HOWEVER,	I	must	reiterate	that	you	should	take	the	B	path	every	time.	It	doesn't	make	much	difference	for	the	first	section,	but	I	think	that	B1	is	easier	to	navigate.	Regardless,	I'm	not	even	going	to	include	a	walkthrough	for	the	A	routes	since	you	shouldn't	take	them.	If	you	want,	you
can	explore	the	A	routes,	but	you	will	find	them	hard	to	navigate	and	very	barren	item-wise.	Each	section	is	timed	to	ten	minutes.	However,	unlike	the	Sky	Museum,	if	you	run	out	of	time,	you	don't	game	over,	but	are	washed	back	to	the	beginning	of	the	current	section.	But	it	isn't	like	you	restart	the	section	-	you	keep	your	map	(in	the	Auto	Map)	and
the	items	you	have	gathered.	You	simply	have	to	backtrack	to	where	you	were	before	and	keep	going	(which	shouldn't	be	too	hard	-	just	use	the	Auto	Map	if	you	get	lost).	Once	you	choose	a	route,	you	cannot	go	back	and	you	cannot	save	in	the	sewers	themselves	(but	you	can	in	the	first	room	and	the	Relay	Points	inside).	Be	sure	to	save	before
choosing	each	section,	just	in	case.	Also,	once	you	choose	between	A1	and	B1,	you	will	not	be	able	to	leave	the	Sewers	nor	the	lab	until	you	have	completed	both	dungeons.	In	B1,	just	head	west	until	you	can	take	a	bridge	south.	Go	across	it	and	head	west	until	you	run	out	of	path.	Cross	the	bridge	to	the	north	and	head	west	again	until	you	reach	a
corner	that	turns	you	south.	Go	quite	a	ways	south	until	you	are	turned	west.	Take	the	path	north	you	will	come	too	and	follow	the	path	until	you	come	to	another	bridge	to	the	north.	Cross	it	and	go	east	to	the	corner	which	turns	you	south.	DON'T	take	the	bridge	west	and	keep	going	south	until	you	are	turned	east	again.	If	you	go	all	the	way	east,	you
will	find	two	paths	next	to	each	other	that	go	north.	Take	both	of	them	until	you	get	to	item	box	built	into	the	wall.	Once	you	grab	it,	go	across	the	bridge	south	of	the	eastern	route	that	ran	north.	Once	across,	just	go	west	until	you	are	forced	south	then	take	the	path	west	you	come	to.	Follow	the	path	around	several	turns	until	you	come	to	a	bridge
east.	DON'T	take	the	bridge	yet	-	first	keep	going	south	then	east	to	a	chest.	Return	to	the	bridge	then	go	south	until	you	are	turned	west,	then	take	it	to	the	first	Relay	Point.	Inside,	you	can	talk	to	your	characters,	save,	and	choose	the	next	route	(again,	take	B	-	but	be	sure	to	at	least	talk	to	Mary	(via	the	walkie-talkie)	for	a	very	funny	line).	B2	is	a	bit
different	than	the	rest	of	the	sections	in	the	Sewers.	To	get	to	the	exit,	all	you	have	to	do	is	head	north	across	the	bridge	and	go	all	the	way	east	until	you	reach	the	door	to	the	second	Relay	Point.	However,	you	should	notice	a	bridge	directly	south	of	the	door.	If	you	take	that	it	leads	to	a	long	section	of	square	islands	running	south.	There	are	six
islands	and	each	has	a	treasure	chest	on	it.	There	are	also	two	long	lanes	that	run	parallel	to	the	line	of	islands	(on	the	west	and	east	side).	There	is	a	treasure	chest	in	the	wall	on	the	east	lane	(bringing	the	total	in	here	to	seven	chests).	All	you	have	to	do	is	find	a	way	onto	each	island	and	grab	the	chest,	whichever	side	it	may	be	one.	Here	are	some
stats	on	each	island:	1:	Accessible	from	the	west,	south	and	east;	chest	on	the	east	wall.	2:	Accessible	from	the	north	and	south;	chest	on	the	north	wall.	3:	Accessible	from	the	north,	west,	and	south;	chest	on	the	north.	4:	Accessible	from	the	north,	west,	and	east;	chest	on	the	east.	5:	Accessible	from	the	west,	south,	and	east;	chest	on	the	south.	6:
Accessible	from	the	north	and	east;	chest	on	the	south	wall.	B3	is	also	has	a	really	simple	layout,	but	in	a	different	way	from	B2.	Here	there	are	just	two	lanes	that	run	parallel	to	each	other	with	bridges	across	them	and	pairs	of	chests	by	five	of	the	bridges	(plus	two	chests	on	the	north-	most	wall,	for	a	total	of	12	chests,	however,	many	are	traps	and
begin	fights).	When	you	begin,	just	go	north	across	the	bridge	then	go	east	along	the	wall.	There	are	two	chests	on	the	wall	-	the	west-most	one	has	a	Plasma	Sword	for	Nate	(but	the	Damascus	sword	from	Padparcha	is	better	and	if	you'll	notice,	the	sword	does	magic	damage	to	enemies,	not	physical),	and	the	other	is	a	trap	that	will	start	a	battle	with
a	Kanaloa	and	two	Kabandas	(it's	just	like	the	random	encounters,	so	there's	no	reason	not	to	get	it).	Once	you	have	the	chests,	just	keep	going	east	until	you	get	to	a	bridge	south.	Cross	it	and	go	west	until	you	come	to	a	bend	that	turns	you	south	to	another	bridge	that	goes	west	-	take	it	and	go	south.	Here	you	come	to	the	another	pair	of	chests	-	one
on	each	side	of	the	bridge.	The	western	one	has	a	Recarm	spell	card	and	the	other	does	HP	damage	to	your	party	(same	deal	as	the	fight	chest	-	check	it	if	you	want	to	be	sure,	it's	only	a	small	amount	of	damage).	Anyway,	go	south	of	the	eastern	box	and	turn	east	at	the	bend	to	come	to	another	pair.	The	northern	one	will	start	a	fight	with	two
Gandharvas,	a	Lich,	and	a	Kanaloa,	while	the	southern	has	a	gun	for	Katsuya	(and	Maya,	but	put	it	on	Katsu).	Go	west	of	the	southern	box	and	turn	south	at	the	bend	to	the	next	pair.	The	western	box	has	an	Awaken	(a	very	useful	item	that	increases	a	persona's	rank	by	one	-	just	be	sure	not	to	use	it	on	rank	1-6	-	it	is	a	waste	since	it	only	takes	a	few
casts	to	go	up	one	of	those	ranks)	and	the	eastern	box	will	start	a	fight	with	two	Archangels	and	a	Kanaloa.	Go	south	of	the	eastern	box	and	go	west	at	the	bend	to	the	next	pair.	The	southern	box	does	SP	damage	and	the	northern	has	a	Mithril	Silver.	Go	west	of	the	northern	box	and	turn	south	at	the	bend	to	the	final	pair.	Both	boxes	do	HP	damage.
Just	head	south	of	the	eastern	box	until	it	forces	you	east	then	cross	the	bridge	you	come	to	south	to	the	Parking	Lot.	There	will	be	a	few	interesting	scenes	and	a	pseudo-boss	battle	will	start	inside	the	Lab	(don't	worry	-	it's	pathetically	easy).	However,	before	you	leave	B3,	be	sure	to	fight	Tsuchinoko.	He	shouldn't	be	too	hard	to	find,	but	you	can	use
the	Estoma	trick	if	he	takes	too	long.	And	don't	worry	about	running	out	of	time	-	the	prize	is	well	worth	it.	As	I	stated	earlier,	I'm	not	going	to	include	a	walkthrough	for	the	A	route,	but	there	is	one	small	point	about	A3	that	should	be	noted.	Unlike	B3	where	there	is	only	one	door	leading	to	the	Parking	Lot,	there	are	five	doors	in	A3	which	lead	to	the
Parking	Lot,	but	only	one	of	them	is	unlocked.	The	only	door	that	is	unlocked	is	the	one	that	is	all	the	way	in	the	northwest	corner	of	the	map	in	a	small	section	that	juts	out	west	and	the	door	faces	to	the	south.	===Rare	Battle==================	Level	29	Tsuchinoko	(Rumor)	-	"Myu	myuu..."	Comment	:	Wild,	mysterious	snake.	It	has	a
bloated	stomach.	HP	:	232;	Strong	:	Magic;	Weak	:	Physical	Spells	:	Paralyzing	Bite,	Violent	Rage,	Bloodsuck,	Retreat	First	of	all,	this	demon	only	appears	in	the	third	area	(A3	or	B3).	This	should	be	a	really	easy	fight,	if	you	can	get	him	to	stick	around.	He	will	often	use	Retreat	for	his	first	attack,	so	you	need	to	hit	him	hard	and	hit	him	quick.	Since	he
has	resistance	to	magic	and	weakness	to	physical	attacks,	don't	use	magic	and	use	your	best	physical	attacks.	The	two	you	have	the	do	the	most	damage	are	Aizen	Myouou's	Sonic	Punch	and	Nemesis's	Triple	Down.	If	you	can	manage	to	get	these	two	to	attack	right	away,	he	should	be	killed	by	those	two	attacks	alone,	but	it	may	take	a	bit	more.
Really,	this	should	be	so	easy	-	the	hardest	part	is	finding	him.	EXP	:	840	Yen	:	4,000	Item	:	Event/Dead	Tsuchinoko	Turn	in	the	Event	Item	to	the	Adventurer	on	the	Narumi	ward	map	(when	you	get	out	of	here)	to	get	an	Item	Breeder	-	which	will	duplicate	you	one	copy	of	ANY	usable	item.	Very	useful,	but	very	scarce	-	save	it	for	now.
===Boss=========================	Level	28	Red	Beret	(x2)	-	"Hey	you!	What	are	you	doing	here?!"	HP	:	261;	Void	:	Holy	Comment	:	Private	Building	Police	Spells	:	Tranquilizer,	Rapidfire	Persona	:	Maya	-	Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Nemesis	or	Iris	Katsuya	-	Shaka	Baofu	-	Hel	Nate	-	Aizen	Myouou	Ugh.	I	can't	believe	they	even	consider	this	a
boss	fight.	(It	is	-	the	boss	music	is	playing	and	if	you	set	the	battle	mode	to	simple,	this	battle	is	in	normal	mode	now).	Anyway,	just	use	Maximum	Tempest	or	Crag	Fang	to	end	it.	EXP	:	522	Yen	:	3,920	===Choices======================	Ulala	:	So	what	do	you	think	Ma-ya?	Ma-ya	:	That	would	work.	Hmmm...	I'm	not	so	sure...	Katsuya	:
I'm	worried...	Maya	:	Let's	Think	Positive	Hmmm...	I'm	worried	too	Katsuya	:	Do	you	get	tired	of	who	you	are?	Maya	:	I	guess	sometimes...?	No,	I	like	who	I	am...	Mizuno	:	You	were	in	front	of	Parabellum,	right?	Maya	:	No...	what	are	you	talking	about?	You	must	be	tired,	Chief.
_______________________________________________________________________________	K.	S	m	i	l	e	M	a	l	l	_______________________________________________________________________________	===City=========================	After	a	number	of	revealing	scenes,	you	will	be	put	in	control	of	your	party	in	Baofu's	Lair.	There	isn't	much	to	do	in	the	city
this	time	around.	First	of	all,	for	Nate's	route	bring	the	Dead	Tsuchinoko	to	the	Adventurer	on	the	Narumi	ward	map	for	an	Item	Breeder	and	for	Ellen's	route,	bring	Reiko's	Umbrella	to	the	Guard	in	Sumaru	TV	for	an	incense	card	set	(one	of	each	type).	There	are	some	new	mansearches	to	do	and	there	are	some	new	CDs	at	the	Seedy	CD.	Also,	be
sure	to	talk	to	Nate	in	Sumaru	TV	-	it	is	one	step	in	unlocking	a	contact	with	Nate	(this,	obviously,	only	works	in	Nate's	route).	The	second	step	is	to	talk	to	Baofu	in	Shiraishi.	After	you	have	spoken	with	both	of	them,	the	new	contact	will	unlock	("Song	of	a	Baseball	Fanatic";	Baofu	+	Nate).	Also,	if	you	talk	to	Nate	and	Baofu	in	Parabellum,	it	will
unlock	the	contact	"Cynical	People."	The	third	area	of	the	Bomb	Shelter	at	Kasugayama	High	is	now	open.	Also,	the	people	who	were	involved	in	the	last	scenarios	can	now	be	found	in	the	city	-	Eikichi	and	Lisa	(Ginko)	are	at	Araya	Shrine,	Chris	is	at	Gatten	Sushi	with	Chunky,	and	Mary	is	back	at	Hiiragi	Therapy.	Lastly,	if	you	completed	the	map,	you
can	now	return	it	to	Salam	for	a	nice	little	prize	(see	the	prizes	list	appendix).	One	of	the	prizes	is	a	single	powerful	spell	card	that	is	randomly	selected.	You	can	use	a	form	of	the	save-	reload	trick	you	have	used	for	the	random-effect	rumors	and	enemy	encounters	-	if	you	save	your	game	before	turning	in	the	map,	you	can	keep	reloading	until	you	get
a	desired	card.	While	it	doesn't	really	matter	what	card	you	get,	some	may	be	more	useful	than	others	at	this	point.	Or,	you	may	want	to	save	it	for	later.	However,	I	suggest	that	you	DO	NOT	register	it	-	it	will	be	FAR	too	expensive	and	you	will	be	getting	each	of	the	cards	again	later.	Use	if	you	want,	but	I	won't	require	it	the	boss	strategies	(though	it
can	make	things	a	whole	lot	easier).	When	you	are	ready,	get	a	new	map	from	Salam,	stock	up	on	items	or	armor	if	you	need	them,	get	new	personae,	and	head	into	the	mall.	REQUIRED	TO	DO:	Go	to	Smile	Mall	NEW	MANSEARCHES:	Shoichi	Shimizu	and	Shizue	Tanaka	-	Tony's	Shop	Taichi	Nagase	-	Dr.	Tomi's	Chiropractic	Keiko	Yokoyama	-	Satomi
Tadashi	(Yumezaki)	CARDS	TO	REGISTER:	Maha	Agionn,	Posumudi	===Suggested	Party==============	Level	32	Persona	:	Maya	-	Yebisu/Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Sif/Nemesis/(Jack	O	Lantern)/(Jack	Frost)	Katsuya	-	Nankyoku	Roujin/(Kerepres)	Baofu	-	Baal/Hel	Nate	-	Shaka	OR	Maya	-	Yebisu/Maia	Custom	Ulala	-	Nankyoku	Roujin/Nemesis/(Jack
O	Lantern)/(Jack	Frost)	Katsuya	-	Shaka/(Kerepres)	Baofu	-	Baal/Hel	Ellen	-	Sif	Other	-	Kerepres	(morph	to	Yebisu)	Jack	O	Lantern	(or	Nemesis)	(morph	to	Nankyoku	Roujin)	Jack	Frost	(morph	to	Fukurokuju)	Taranis	(return	for	a	Garula	card)	Fusions	:	Mega	Blaze	(Fire-Earth-Maha	Agionn)	to	learn	Salamander	(Dynamic	Agilao-Summon	Spirit)	King
Frost	(Atomic	Bufula-Summon	Spirit)	Items	:	Accessory/Lucky	Source	(Return	Rank	8	Fukurokuju)	to	get	Item/Seed	of	Escape	(Picollus)	You	now	have	access	to	several	excellent	personae,	so	it	is	time	to	change	your	line	up.	First	of	all,	there	are	three	Minor	Arcana	personae	you	should	get	(as	listed	above).	Yebisu	is	the	most	important	-	he	is	by	far
one	of	the	top	personae	in	the	game	(relative	to	level)	and	you	NEED	to	get	him.	To	get	him,	get	the	Kerepres	personae	and	put	him	on	Katsuya.	Then,	end	EVERY	battle	with	a	fusion	involving	Kerepres	to	get	mutations.	I	found	that	using	Ice	Blast	along	with	Nemesis	worked	pretty	well,	along	with	Maximum	Tempest	and	Hydro	Boost.	Nankyoku
Roujin	is	also	very	good	-	get	Jack	O	Lantern	and	put	him	on	Ulala	to	mutate	(though,	Nemesis	can	also	mutate	into	Nankyoku...if	you	don't	mind	finding	a	new	persona	to	use	for	Estoma).	Fukurokuju,	on	the	other	hand,	isn't	as	useful	as	the	other	two;	he	is	several	levels	below	you	and	would	have	been	more	useful	a	few	dungeons	ago,	but	I	didn't
want	to	require	Minor	Arcana	too	early	in	the	game.	Hopefully,	you	are	now	regularly	getting	mutations	and	obtaining	these	guys	shouldn't	be	that	hard.	Anyway,	Fukurokuju	isn't	useful	for	battle,	but	if	you	rank	him	up	to	8	and	return	him,	you	can	get	the	very	useful	Lucky	Source	which,	when	equipped,	will	add	an	extra	point	to	LUC	when	a
character	levels	up.	Sources	are	a	great	advantage	for	powering	up	your	characters	-	be	sure	to	pick	it	up.	Finally,	you	probably	can't	summon	him	at	the	beginning	of	the	dungeon,	but	you	should	gain	the	levels	in	Smile	Mall	needed	to	summon	Baal	for	Baofu.	Pick	up	Sif	for	Ulala	and	switch	Shaka	over	to	Nate,	if	you	are	have	him.	Otherwise,	with
Ellen,	keep	Shaka	on	Katsuya,	give	Sif	to	Ellen,	and	put	Nankyoku	on	Ulala	(to	take	advantage	of	Ellen's	high	SP).	For	Sif,	I	added	the	spell	(Maha)	Garula	to	her	(using	either	the	Maha	Garula	card	found	in	Sumaru	TV	or	a	Garula	card	obtained	from	returning	a	rank	8	Taranis	persona).	The	reason	I	suggest	you	do	this	is	so	you	can	do	a	very	powerful
fusion	later	on.	Specifically,	when	you	return	to	Aoba	Park	and	obtain	Nata's	material	card,	I	used	a	Hurricane	Card	on	him	so	I	could	do	the	fusion	Giga	Cyclone	(Wind-Water-Maha	Garudyne)	with	Sif,	Baal,	and	Nata.	If	you	will	look	at	the	prize's	list	for	returning	maps	to	Salam,	you	will	see	that	you	get	one	randomly	selected	"rare"	card	and	also	that
you	can	save-reload	to	change	which	card	you	get.	I	kept	doing	this	to	get	the	Hurricane	card	to	make	Nata	even	more	powerful	and	useful.	(I	wish	I	could	have	done	this	with	Shaka...)	This	will	not	be	required	in	the	boss	strategies,	but	it	can	make	both	the	bosses	and	the	dungeons	easier.	If	you	have	problems	getting	the	Minor	Arcana	personae,	you
could	just	use	Maia	Custom,	Sif,	Kerepres,	Baal,	Shaka,	and	Nemesis	on	the	party	(on	Maya,	Ulala,	Katsu,	Baofu,	Nate,	and	Ellen,	respectively)	and	still	do	well,	but	the	personae	I	have	listed	are	too	good	to	pass	up	(and	from	here	on,	they	will	be	a	critical	part	of	the	boss	strategies).	If	you	do	not	get	them	during	this	dungeon,	keep	trying	during	the
next	two	dungeons	(at	the	very	least,	get	Yebisu).	As	to	the	fusions,	once	you	have	the	spell	Summon	Spirit	and	spread	the	rumors	about	hidden	spells	(and	that	they	fusion	with	a	"secret"	spell)	you	will	be	able	to	do	the	decent	rumor	spell	fusions.	There	are	several	more,	but	I	won't	require	using	the	personae	for	them.	Just	know	that	all	of	the	rumor
spells	can	fusion	in	this	manner.	The	demons	in	the	mall	are	tougher,	but	you	should	be	strong	enough	to	handle	them.	Also,	the	horrible,	terrible,	very	EVIL	spell	Hula	of	Misfortune	(lose	1/2	of	your	total	yen)	is	back	on	the	demon	Picollus	-	avoid	fighting	him	if	at	all	possible.	Use	the	contact	system	to	get	some	cards	and	Seeds	of	Escape	from	him.
You	can	also	get	the	rumor	spell	about	Demeter's	Ultra	Frelia	here.	Unless	you	are	going	to	use	the	Demeter	personae,	you	should	spread	that	it	is	weak	so	that	Demeter	is	even	weaker.	===Dungeon======================	Smile	Mall,	Hirasaka	Ward	5	Floors	(B1,	1F,	2F,	3F,	4F)	Items	-	Item/Gem	(x2)	(B1)	Item/Precious	Egg	(1F)
Accessory/Leader's	Manual	(1F)	Incense/TEC	Card	(2F)	Item/Bead	of	Power	(4F)	Demons	-	Level	27	Taranis	(Chariot)	Level	28	Rasputin	(Magician)	Level	29	Kerepres	(Strength)	Level	29	Principality	(Judgment)	Level	30	Hun	Hau	(Death)	Level	30	Picollus	(Star)	Level	31	Demeter	(World)	Level	32	Zaeboth	(Hanged	Man)
===Walkthrough==================	This	is	a	really	easy	dungeon	to	navigate,	so	the	walkthrough	for	this	section	will	be	truncated.	It's	full	of	wide	open	spaces,	but	it	also	has	numerous	recesses	in	the	walls	which	make	it	a	bit	of	a	pain	to	map.	Just	be	patient.	On	1F,	there	is	an	item	chest	directly	east	of	where	you	enter.	After	you	have
mapped	the	floor,	there	is	a	set	of	staircases	going	both	up	and	down	directly	north	of	the	dungeon	entrance.	First,	go	down	to	B1.	Also,	you	should	notice	that	there	is	an	elevator	on	the	northern	wall	of	the	mall	-	be	sure	to	travel	to	each	floor	via	the	elevator	to	get	the	"E"	to	appear	on	the	map.	You	can	use	the	elevator	if	you	want,	but	it	is	easier	to
use	the	stairs	and	you	cannot	access	the	third	floor	from	the	elevator.	On	B1,	there	is	an	item	directly	north	of	the	staircase.	Get	it,	map	the	floor	and	return	up	the	staircases	to	2F.	You	should	notice	that	there	is	an	area	on	the	western	half	that	you	cannot	access	yet.	You	will	come	back	here	in	a	moment.	On	2F,	there	is	an	item	just	a	few	steps	east
of	the	staircases.	Get	it,	map	the	floor,	and	head	up	the	stairs	to	3F.	On	3F,	there	is	a	Trish's	Fountain	directly	northeast	of	the	staircases.	Now	would	be	a	good	time	to	try	to	get	the	good	effect	for	the	random-effect	rumor	"Trish	changed	her	mind."	Just	save,	go	to	Kuzunoha,	spread	the	rumor,	and	come	here	to	check	the	results.	Lather,	rinse,	repeat
until	you	get	the	lower	price	effect	(still	too	expensive,	though...).	Anyway,	map	the	floor,	and	you	will	eventually	find	a	staircase	in	the	northeast	corner	of	the	map	-	take	it	down.	You	will	find	yourself	in	a	small	area	isolated	from	the	main	map.	Map	each	area,	and	get	the	item	on	1F.	Finally	reach	B1	and	map	that	area	-	no	items	or	anything	special
down	there	(I	don't	know	why	they	changed	the	motif	for	that	section	only...)	Anyway,	once	you	have	completed	the	maps	for	B1-3F,	go	up	to	4F.	On	4F,	just	map	the	whole	floor	and	find	the	item	in	the	northeastern	wing	of	the	floor.	Once	you	get	the	message	that	says	you	have	completed	the	map,	you	can	turn	it	into	Salam	now,	or	continue	on	the
boss	fight.	To	start	the	boss	fight,	attempt	to	enter	the	Seminar	Hall	on	the	northwestern	portion	of	the	map	(directly	west	of	the	elevator).	The	party	decides	against	a	frontal	assault	and	Maya	has	a	mysterious	flashback	about	smoking	in	a	ladies	room.	So,	head	over	to	the	Women's	Restroom	in	the	southeastern	wing	of	the	floor.	Once	you	go	in,	you
will	be	locked	into	a	sequence	which	leads	to	the	boss,	so	be	sure	you	are	prepared.	hAfter	a	few	quick	scenes	and	a	choice	in	the	bathroom,	Katsuya	and	Baofu	will	temporarily	split	from	the	party.	Once	the	fire	alarm	is	going	off,	head	over	to	the	Seminar	Hall	and	the	boss	fight	will	start.	You	will	have	to	get	there	with	only	three	party	members	-
depending	on	how	confident	you	are	of	your	battle	skills,	you	may	or	may	not	want	to	use	Estoma	to	reach	the	room	(rather	than	fighting	battles	at	a	minor	disadvantage).	===Boss=========================	Level	40	Joker	Ginji	-	"Kegare...	More	Kegare!!"	Comment	:	Talented	producer	who	was	brainwashed	by	the	N.W.O.	HP	:	2,600;
Absorb	:	Earth;	Weak	:	Wind	Spells	:	Diarama,	Fire	Breath,	Maha	Magnus,	Old	Maid,	Photon	Cannon,	Sama	Recarm	Level	35	Shoggoth	(x4)	-	"To	the	beyonds	of	the	red	cosmos!!"	Comment	:	Servant	race	of	Cthulhu	legends.	Best	work	is	with	water.	HP	:	540;	Void	:	Physical;	Weak	:	Sword/Holy	Spells	:	Poisma;	Stagnant	Air,	Possession	Notable	Spells	:
Old	Maid	Persona	:	Maya	-	Maia	Custom	and	Yebisu	Ulala	-	Sif	Katsuya	-	Nankyoku	Roujin	Baofu	-	Hel	Nate	-	Shaka	OR	Maya	-	Yebisu	Ulala	-	Nankyoku	Roujin	Katsuya	-	Shaka	Baofu	-	Hel	Ellen	-	Sif	This	battle	is	so	pathetically	easy...if	you	follow	my	strategy.	Even	though	you	have	new	personae,	some	of	the	older	ones	like	Hel	and	Maia	Custom	are
more	useful	(for	their	elemental	spells).	First	take	out	the	Shoggoths.	Use	Mega	Blaze	to	do	most	of	the	damage	then	have	Nate	use	Nirvana	and	the	rest	use	their	best	attack	to	take	them	out.	While	you	are	doing	all	of	this,	use	Yebisu	(on	Maya)	to	cast	Maka	Kaja	(SAt.	x2	-	VERY	useful)	on	Baofu	or	Ellen	(since,	depending	on	which	route	you	toke,
they	are	the	ones	who	go	last	in	the	Wind	Cutter	fusion,	and	the	person	to	act	last	in	a	fusion	is	the	one	who	modifies	the	damage).	Once	those	guys	are	gone,	switch	Maya	back	to	Maia	Custom	(and	if	needed,	put	Yebisu	on	someone	else	to	cast	Maka	Kaja).	Cast	Maka	Kaja	on	Baofu	and	then,	do	the	fusion	Wind	Cutter	on	Ginji.	It	should	an	insane
amount	of	damage	-	it	once	did	1,200	for	me.	Cast	it	twice	(or	thrice	at	the	most)	and	he	will	go	down.	Even	if	he	casts	Sama	Recarm	on	the	Shoggoths,	concentrate	on	Ginji.	Hopefully,	it	will	be	that	easy	for	you,	but	he	does	have	some	rather	nasty	attacks	-	you	should	be	able	to	kill	him	before	he	has	a	chance	to	use	these.	For	Old	Maid,	defend	as
usual.	Fire	Breath	and	Maha	Magnus	shouldn't	pose	too	much	trouble.	If	you	need	to	heal,	just	use	Pine	Bamboo	Plum	(the	amount	healed	is	random,	but	chances	are	it	will	heal	200+	HP).	The	Minor	Arcana	are	very	useful	in	respect	to	the	fact	than	anyone	can	use	them	at	good	compatibility	-	if	you	need	to	use	Pine	Bamboo	Plum,	just	move	the
persona	to	the	next	person	who	will	act,	so	you	prevent	the	chance	for	Ginji	to	attack	while	you	would	normally	have	to	wait	for	Maya	to	act.	His	most	annoying	attack,	though,	is	Sama	Recarm.	He	will	resurrect	one	of	the	Shoggoths	you	killed	at	full	HP.	While	they	aren't	too	tough,	they	can	attack	your	party	and,	at	the	worst,	cast	Possession.	Sif	has
Kotoludi	to	void	the	possession	status,	should	you	need	it	(or	just	use	a	Lucky	Bag).	Regardless,	this	battle	should	be	over	so	quick,	Ginji	won't	have	a	chance	to	make	it	hard	on	you.	And	you	earn	a	LOT	of	EXP	from	this	battle,	making	it	well	worth	it.	On	a	final	note,	this	is	the	last	Joker	battle,	so	no	more	Old	Maid!	Whoo-hoo!	EXP	:	13,632	Yen	:
25,800	===Choices======================	Level	55	Guido	Kandori	-	"I	grow	weary	of	talking...	Come	on..."	Comment	:	The	cause	of	the	Sebec	Scandal.	Has	some	sort	of	a	link	to	Nate.	HP	:	~3,600;	Strong	:	All	Spells	:	Rain	of	Arrows,	Unperishable	Black,	Wheel	of	Time,	Zandyne,	Ziodyne	Level	45	X-2	(x4)	-	"......"	Comment	:	Self-Defense
Army	machine.	Amphibious	and	useful.	HP	:	~2,500;	Void	:	Mind/Nerve/Holy;	Weak	:	Lightning	Spells	:	JM61,	Muramasa	Copy,	Sea	Sparrow	Notable	Spells	:	Unperishable	Black	-	Takes	off	1/2	of	a	character's	total	HP	(Dark)	Wheel	of	Time	-	Huge	damage	to	all	characters	Muramasa	Copy	Sea	Sparrow	-	Huge	physical	damage	to	all	enemies	Persona	:
Maya	-	Genbu	Ulala	-	Parvati	(w/Zionga	or	Ziodyne)	and	Sif	Katsuya	-	Nata	Baofu	-	Peri	Nate	-	Yebisu	Now,	Nate	must	kill	Guido	once	again.	And	Kandori	isn't	going	down	without	a	fight.	The	basic	strategy	here	is	to	quickly	take	out	the	4	X-2s	with	Lightning	Blast	then	move	on	to	whittling	down	on	Guido	with	a	"huge"	damage	fusion.	First	have
Yebisu	cast	Maka	Kaja	on	Ulala	and/or	Baofu.	Then	have	them	cast	Lightning	blast.	Once	again,	it	should	1,000+	and	since	the	X-2s	have	less	HP	than	the	X-1s,	it	should	only	take	3	casts.	While	all	of	this	is	going	on,	Guido	won't	attack	often	-	he	speeds	up	when	the	X-2s	are	gone	(or	at	least	it	seems	like	it).	Take	advantage	of	this	by	casting	assist
spells	on	all	characters	-	Maka	Kaja,	Raku	Kaja,	and	Tetraja.	Tetraja	is	VERY	important	for	voiding	Kandori's	Unperishable	Black	spell	-	use	Sif	on	Maya	and	when	the	X-2s	are	gone,	put	her	on	Ulala	for	the	rest	of	the	battle.	When	it's	just	you	and	Guido,	use	this	setup;	Nate	:	Yebisu	:	Maka	Kaja,	Pine	Bamboo	Plum	Katsuya	:	Nata	:	Maha	Garudyne	or
Killer	Wind	(Fusion)	Maya	:	Genbu	:	Maha	Magdyne	(Fusion)	Baofu	:	Peri	:	Maha	Agidyne	(Fusion	:	Tower	Inferno)	Ulala	:	Sif	:	Tetraja,	healing	w/Yebisu	and	Gala-Gala	Drinks,	restoring	SP	w/Chewing	Souls.	Guido	is	Strong	:	All,	so	elements	do	not	matter	-	just	use	any	huge	damage	fusion.	I	chose	Tower	Inferno	because	it	can	be	done	with	Maha	-
dyne	spells	and	also	involves	my	two	characters	with	the	highest	TEC,	Maya	and	Baofu.	If	you	did	not	put	Maha	Garudyne	on	Nata	as	I	suggested,	his	spell	Killer	Wind	is	a	good	substitute.	It	should	do	~400	damage	a	turn	-	not	much,	but	if	you	consistently	deal	damage	to	him,	he	will	fall.	Of	primary	import	is	protecting	your	characters.	All	of	them
should	be	well	defended	against	most	of	the	X-2s'	and	Guido's	attacks	except	for	Nate	since	Yebisu	is	weak	against	Physical	-	be	sure	to	cast	Raku	Kaja	on	Nate	while	the	X-2s	are	alive.	The	spell	Sea	Sparrow	used	by	the	X-2s	can	be	a	MAJOR	pain	in	the	ass	-	it	will	take	off	1/2	-	2/3	of	each	character's	total	HP	and	if	Raku	Kaja	is	not	in	effect	on	Nate,
it	may	flat	out	kill	him.	Switch	Yebisu	to	the	next	person	to	act	and	heal	with	Pine	Bamboo	Plum.	If	a	character	should	die,	use	Parvati's	Recarm	and	immediately	heal	with	Bamboo	Plum.	Regardless,	the	X-2s	should	go	down	quick.	For	Guido,	BE	SURE	to	always	have	Tetraja	in	effect	and	if	he	uses	Unperishable	Black,	cast	it	again.	The	rest	of	his
attacks	should	be	minor	annoyances,	but	nothing	more.	(Though	it	would	be	to	your	advantage	to	cast	Raku	Kaja	on	everyone	for	Kandori's	Rain	of	Arrows.)	Not	a	terribly	difficult	fight,	if	you	handle	it	right.	And	you	get	a	huge	amount	of	EXP	-	a	nice	reward.	(In	fact,	two	of	my	characters	leveled	up	twice	after	this	battle!)	And	yes,	Gudio's	persona	is
Nyarlathotep	himself	(or	one	of	his	forms,	at	least).	EXP	:	40,000	Yen	:	45,000	--------------------------------	Shadow	Ulala	:	You	tell	her	instead.	Maya	:	It's	not	up	to	me	to	answer...	Baofu	:	You	f##kin'	bastard!!!!	Maya	:	Don't	do	it!	........	I'm	just...very	sad...	Nyarlathotep	:	He'll	never	be	yours!	Never!	Maya	:	Pull	the	trigger.	South	-	Thor	->	Thursday	Aug.	25
-	Sunrise	->	East	-	Freya	->	Friday	Aug.	30	-	Sunset	->	West	-	Tyr	->	Tuesday	Sep.	02	-	Aurora	Borealis	->	North	-	Odin	(Woden)	->	Wednesday	Thus,	you	use	the	direction	to	decide	which	board	to	use	(south	for	the	one	on	the	south	wall,	east	for	east,	etc.)	then	pick	the	entry	on	the	board	that	for	the	day	paired	with	the	direction.	Then,	take	the	single
digit	number	from	the	entry	as	one	digit	of	the	passcode.	If	you	keep	the	letters	in	chronological	order,	you	will	arrive	at	the	passcode.	+---------+-------+-----------+--------------+--------+	|	Date	|	Wall	|	Day	--->	|	Entry	--->	|	Number	|	+---------+-------+-----------+--------------+--------+	|	Aug.	20	|	South	|	Thursday	|	Thu:	3:00	|	3	|	|	Aug.	25	|	East	|	Friday	|	Fri:	Group	3	|
3	|	|	Aug.	30	|	West	|	Tuesday	|	Tue:	Group	4	|	4	|	|	Sep.	02	|	North	|	Wednesday	|	Wed:	1:00	|	1	|	+---------+-------+-----------+--------------+--------+	Thus,	the	passcode	is	3341.	Inside	of	Sachiko's	Room,	you	will	find	one	of	the	few	Legenbrights	in	the	game.	_______________________________________________________________________________	B.	S	e	e	d	y	C	D	(First
Visit)	_______________________________________________________________________________	After	Smile	Mall,	Ixquic,	the	transmigrated	warrior	maiden,	will	appear	in	the	Seedy	CD.	If	you	talk	to	her,	you	can	obtain	the	rumor	that	the	100km/h	Hag	appears	in	the	Seedy	CD.	Go	to	Kuzunoha	and	spread	the	rumor.	When	you	return	to	the	CD	store,	the	security
guard	who	was	previously	blocking	the	staircase	is	gone	and	you	may	proceed	up	to	2F.	Proceed	forward	a	few	steps	and	you	will	be	confronted	by	a	Jack	Frost	who	says	that	the	demons	of	this	dungeon	spread	a	demon-rumor	that	your	party	cannot	use	personae	in	the	dungeon,	HO!	(Sorry,	couldn't	resist,	HO!)	So	what	does	this	mean?	You	cannot
use	your	personae	in	or	out	of	battle	for	attacking,	healing,	or	assisting.	Which	means	you	will	have	to	rely	on	your	weapons,	armor,	and	items	in	here.	Not	that	it	should	be	a	big	deal	-	the	enemies	in	here	are	several	levels	below	where	you	should	be	at	and	should	not	pose	a	challenge.	Just	get	the	best	armor	and	weapons	available.	For	weapons,	the
custom	weapons	at	Padparcha	should	do	quite	nicely.	The	Penta	Spirit	and	Pipe	Fox	are	particularly	useful	for	causing	the	electrified	and	illusion	statuses	respectively.	For	healing,	just	buy	(or	obtain	via	contract)	a	few	Gala-Gala	Drinks,	not	that	you	should	need	them.	Your	basic	strategy	for	the	dungeon	is	simply	to	attack.	You	may	also	use	beads,
but	chances	are	you	don't	have	very	many.	You	can	also	use	the	contact	system	to	avoid	fights,	but	the	demons	really	aren't	very	hard.	You	can	leave	anytime	you	wish	(and	yes,	your	will	be	able	to	use	your	persona	when	you	leave	the	dungeon	area).	Suggested	Level	:	35	Seedy	CD	(First	Visit),	Yumezaki	Ward	2	Floors	(2F,	3F)	Items	:	Item/Medical
Powder	(2F)	Item/Gala-Gala	Drink	(3F)	Demons	:	Level	16	Wraith	(Devil)	Level	19	Fearal	(Temperance)	Level	19	Zombie	DJ	(Zombie)	Level	22	Faust	(Magician)	Level	15	Minotaur	(Chariot)	Level	17	Kiyohime	(Strength)	There	truly	isn't	much	to	do	here.	The	map	is	winding	and	a	hassle	to	navigate,	but	you	should	find	your	way	without	problems.
There	are	a	few	items	to	grab,	but	the	main	purpose	of	this	dungeon	is	reach	the	third	floor	where	you	can	meet	the	rumor	demon	100km/h	Hag.	It	will	probably	take	a	while	to	meet	her,	but	you	can	speed	it	up	by	using	a	form	of	the	Estoma	Trick.	Clean	Salts	work	just	like	Estoma	and	you	can	find	them	easily	in	Kasugayama	High.	===Rare
Battle==================	Level	37	100km/h	Hag	-	"I'm	the	fastest	runner	around!"	Comment	:	Rumored	old	woman	running	100km/h.	Who	is	she?	HP	:	296;	Void	:	Holy/Dark/Mind/Nerve	Spells	:	Fata	Morgana,	Retreat,	Lightning	Strike	She	almost	always	goes	first.	She	almost	always	uses	retreat.	You	may	expect	her	to	run	away	a	few	times
before	you	get	a	chance	to	fight.	It's	a	pain,	but	when	she	finally	uses	an	attack	other	than	retreat,	you	need	to	hit	her	with	all	you	have.	Your	main	attackers	should	be	Katsuya	and	Baofu	(possibly	Nate	if	you	choose	his	route),	so	be	sure	to	have	them	equipped	with	accessories	that	give	STR	bonuses.	Using	food	from	the	city	can	help	a	lot	too,	but
chances	are	that	it	will	wear	off	before	you	even	meet	her.	If	you	can	manage	it,	the	Combo	Plate	at	Shiraishi	works	wonders	(+15	to	STR).	Regardless,	just	keep	attacking	her	and	hope	she	won't	run	away.	The	Gun/Penta	Spirit	is	very	useful	if	you	can	get	the	ELEC	status	on	her,	effectively	stopping	her	from	attempting	retreat.	If	you	have	any	beads,
you	may	want	to	use	them.	She	doesn't	have	much	HP,	so	she	should	fall	relatively	quickly.	EXP	:	1,370	Yen	:	7,500	Item	:	Event/High-Speed	Title	Bring	the	High-Speed	Title	to	Ixquic	on	the	first	floor	and	she	will	give	you	her	Incense	Set.	It	consists	of	one	of	each	kind	of	stat	incense:	STR,	VIT,	TEC,	AGI,	LUC,	HP,	SP,	and	ALL.	Once	you	give	her	the
Title	and	leave	the	store,	the	guard	will	one	again	appear	at	the	staircase	and	prevent	you	from	going	up	until	next	time...	_______________________________________________________________________________	C.	S	e	e	d	y	C	D	(Second	Visit)	_______________________________________________________________________________	After	you	get	back	from	the	watery	depths
of	despair	known	as	the	Undersea	Ruins,	you	can	obtain	the	next	rumor	about	the	Seedy	CD	from	Ixquic.	This	time,	there	is	a	200km/h	Fogey	running	around.	Spread	it	and	head	up.	(Though	you	can	access	the	second	trip	to	the	Seedy	CD	after	the	Undersea	Ruins,	I	suggest	you	wait	until	after	Mt.	Iwato.)	Suggested	Level	:	46	Seedy	CD	(Second
Visit),	Yumezaki	Ward	4	Floors	(2F,	3F,	4F,	5F)	Items	:	Item/Bead	of	Impact	(1F)	Item/Medicine	(Chest	battle;	4F)	Item/Gala-Gala	Drink	Item/Yamatano	Drink	(Chest	battle;	5F)	Item/Bead	of	Pressure	(5F)	Demons	:	Level	33	Lilim	(Moon)	Level	34	Darioku	Tenmaou	(Devil)	Level	35	Shoggoth	(Tower)	Level	39	Rakshasa	(Chariot)	Level	39	Leviathan
(World)	Level	43	Takshaka	(Strength)	Once	again,	there	isn't	much	to	do	here.	There	are	a	few	chests	to	grab,	but	nothing	spectacular.	Also,	be	sure	to	use	the	elevator	(accessible	on	4F)	to	travel	the	floors	to	get	chests	in	areas	that	are	blocked	of	from	the	main	area.	When	you	have	all	of	the	items,	head	up	to	5F	and	try	to	meet	the	rare	demon,	the
200km/h	Fogey.	Also,	the	demons	in	here	are	relatively	tougher	than	the	last	time.	Some	are	strong	against	or	void	physical	attacks.	You	just	need	to	tough	it	out	or	use	the	contact	system.	===Rare	Battle==================	Level	50	200km/h	Fogey	-	"I'm	the	fastest	runner	in	the	world!"	Comment	:	Rumored	old	man	running	200km/h.	Who
is	he?	HP	:	400;	Void	:	Holy/Dark/Mind/Nerve	Spells	:	Magdyne,	Curse,	Lightning	Strike	Just	attack	him.	This	battle	is	ridiculously	easy.	On	top	of	that,	he	won't	run	away	like	the	Hag.	EXP	:	2,500	Yen	:	7,000	Item	:	Event/Top-Speed	Title	Bring	the	Top-Speed	Title	to	Ixquic	and	she	will	give	you	a	VERY	precious	item	-	a	Legenbright.	And	that's	all
folks;	you're	done	at	the	Seedy	CD.	Once	you	turn	in	the	Legenbright	and	leave,	you	will	not	be	able	to	go	back	upstairs	again.	HOWEVER!,	Ixquic	isn't	leaving!	Whoo-hoo!	...ahem...	Sooo,	if	you	get	bored	or	something,	you	can	always	visit	the	transmigrated	warrior	maiden!	_______________________________________________________________________________
D.	M	u	C	o	n	t	i	n	e	n	t	(First	Visit)	_______________________________________________________________________________	After	the	Factory	dungeon,	the	security	guard	in	Mu	Continent	will	give	you	a	rumor	that	Mussie	appears	in	the	Casino.	If	you	spread	the	rumor	at	Kuzunoha,	it	will	unlock	the	casino	as	an	optional	dungeon	event.	Talk	to	the,	uhh,
enthusiastic	worker	in	front	of	the	door	to	get	a	basic	rundown	of	how	it	works.	Basically,	you	have	ten	minutes	to	find	the	boss,	kill	it,	and	make	it	out	again.	You	can	leave	at	anytime	before	the	ten	minutes	is	up	(before	you	defeat	the	boss)	and	re-enter	with	the	timer	reset	to	10:00.	You	should	take	advantage	of	that	and	at	least	one	trip	in	there	just
to	map	it	and	explore.	Just	be	sure	not	to	run	out	of	time	-	you	will	LOSE	the	prizes	due	to	you.	(The	prizes	are	explained	at	the	end.)	Suggested	Level	:	40	Persona	:	Maya	-	Genbu	Ulala	-	Sif	Katsuya	-	Nata	Baofu	-	Peri	Nate/Ellen	-	Yebisu	Mu	Continent	(First	Visit),	Yumezaki	Ward	4	Floors	(1F,	2F,	3F,	4F)	Timed	Event	:	10	minutes	Items	:
Item/Medicine	(2F)	Item/Medicine	(2F)	Item/Medicine	(3F)	Item/Medicine	(4F)	Item/ALL	Incense	(4F)	Demons	:	Level	24	Kabanda	(Hanged	Man)	Level	26	Jack	O	Lantern	(Lovers)	Level	29	Principality	(Judgment)	Level	30	Hun	Hau	(Death)	Level	30	Picollus	(Star)	Level	36	Satyrus	(Lovers)	Level	37	Stuparideth	(Temperance)	Level	40	Orthos	(Fortune)
Level	41	Waitry	(Magician)	Level	42	Catoblepas	(Hermit)	Level	47	Succubus	(Moon)	The	dungeon	can	be	a	bit	confusing	with	it's	dozens	of	staircases,	but	you	have	the	opportunity	to	map	and	become	familiar	with	the	dungeon.	4	of	5	of	the	items	are	probably	not	even	worth	finding,	but	the	ALL	Incense	on	4F	is	quite	nice.	To	get	it,	go	up	to	the	third
floor,	near	Trish's	Fountain.	There	are	two	stairwells	west	of	the	fountain,	one	you	just	came	up	and	another	west	of	it.	Take	the	west-most	one	up.	On	4F,	run	north	to	find	the	chest	near	the	wall.	The	demons	in	here	are	several	levels	above	you,	but	you	should	be	able	to	handle	them.	Just	keep	an	eye	on	your	HP.	If	you	don't	even	want	to	bother	with
demons	(for	saving	time,	preventing	tough	battles,	or	just	plain	annoyance),	just	use	Estoma	and	the	contact	system.	Estoma	won't	work	for	all	demons,	so	get	some	cards	if	you	want.	One	notable	demon	is	Succubus	whose	rare	item	is	a	Lightning	card.	It	would	be	very	much	to	your	advantage	to	obtain	this,	if	you	can,	and	put	it	on	Parvati	for	the	next
two	story	dungeons.	When	you	find	the	Trish's	Fountain	on	3F,	you	will	find	it	to	be	empty.	So,	you	need	to	run	east	down	the	hall,	then	turn	south	with	it.	Trish	will	be	standing	in	front	of	a	stairwell	all	the	way	south.	If	you	talk	to	her,	she	will	say	that	some	demon	has	taken	over	her	fountain.	So,	despite	the	fact	she	swindles	you	every	time	you	go	to
her	fountain,	you	need	to	go	kill	the	monster	(grrrr...).	The	boss	only	appears	in	fountain	after	you	have	spoken	with	Trish.	If	you	are	done	in	the	dungeon,	run	in	there	to	start	the	boss	fight.	===Boss=========================	Level	41	Mussie	-	"Ghaaa!"	Comment	:	Mystery	monster.	Is	it	a	survivor	of	an	extinct	species?...	HP	:	328;	Void
:	Mind/Nerve;	Weak	:	Lightning	Spells	:	Blizzard	Breath,	Photon	Cannon,	Petrifying	Glare	Cast	Maka	Kaja	on	whoever	will	go	last	and	then	use	Lightning	Blast.	He	should	fall	in	one	hit.	Maka	Kaja	may	not	even	be	needed,	but	cast	it	nonetheless.	Also,	you	cannot	obtain	Analyze	Data	for	Mussie	at	this	point,	since	it	is	considered	a	boss	and	you	cannot
contact	him.	EXP	:	1,680	Yen	:	8,000	Item	:	Event/Mussie's	Fang	Once	you	have	defeated	Mussie,	rush	to	the	exit.	When	you	leave,	the	casino	worker	will...get	very	excited...and	will	give	you	your	first	reward.	She	will	tell	you	that	you	need	to	push	the	X	button	as	fast	as	you	can	to	rack	up	yen	in	ten	seconds.	You	should	be	able	to	get	~30,000	yen.
After	that,	the	dungeon	will	be	locked	until	next	time...	Bring	Mussie's	Fang	to	the	security	guard	you	got	the	rumor	from	for	your	second	reward	-	an	Agility	Source.	_______________________________________________________________________________	E.	M	u	C	o	n	t	i	n	e	n	t	(Second	Visit)
_______________________________________________________________________________	Upon	completing	the	Mt.	Iwato	dungeon,	a	girl	named	Fuyuko	will	appear	in	Mu	Continent	and	give	you	a	rumor	that	the	Haunted	Taxi	appears	in	the	casino.	Spreading	the	rumor	will	allow	you	to	enter	the	dungeon	for	a	second	and	final	time.	Everything	works	exactly	the
same	as	last	time	-	you	have	10	minutes,	you	can	leave	whenever	you	wish,	and	the	goal	is	to	fight	the	boss	and	get	out	before	you	run	out	of	time.	Level	46	Persona	:	Maya	-	Izanami	Ulala	-	Cerberus	Katsuya	-	Il-Dana	Baofu	-	Seiryu	Tatsuya	-	Bishamonten	Mu	Continent	(Second	Visit),	Yumezaki	Ward	4	Floors	(1F,	2F,	3F,	4F)	Timed	Event	:	10	minutes
Items	:	None	(other	than	the	ones	listed	last	time)	Demons	:	Level	24	Kabanda	(Hanged	Man)	Level	26	Jack	O	Lantern	(Lovers)	Level	29	Principality	(Judgment)	Level	30	Hun	Hau	(Death)	Level	30	Picollus	(Star)	Level	36	Satyrus	(Lovers)	Level	37	Stuparideth	(Temperance)	Level	40	Orthos	(Fortune)	Level	41	Waitry	(Magician)	Level	42	Catoblepas
(Hermit)	Level	47	Succubus	(Moon)	Unlike	the	second	visit	to	the	Seedy	CD,	hardly	anything	is	changed.	All	you	need	to	do	is	run	to	the	stairs	on	3F	that	were	previously	blocked	by	Trish,	then	follow	the	path	on	4F	to	find	the	door	to	the	boss	fight.	However,	the	door	is	locked	by	a	code.	The	girl	at	the	desk	on	1F	says	that	the	security	guard	should
have	the	code.	Thus,	if	you	will	notice	on	your	Automap	on	4F	(in	an	area	you	should	have	already	visited),	there	is	a	blue	arrow	indicating	a	person.	So,	make	your	way	to	him	and	chat	with	him.	He	isn't	the	guard	who	set	the	code,	but	he	gives	you	a	clue	as	to	what	it	is.	He	says	"before	too"	twice	in	his	little	speech.	You	should	easily	see	"be-"4	2	in
that	giving	you	half	of	the	code.	However,	the	"be"	is	a	bit	more	obscure.	Try	writing	an	uppercase	"B".	Now,	write	a	1	and	a	3	really	close	together	-	"13".	Look	like	a	B?	Not	really,	but	it	is	how	you	are	supposed	to	figure	it	out	if	you	don't	speak	1337	(if	you	don't	know,	don't	ask...trust	me).	Anyway,	once	you	have	the	number,	you	can	just	open	the
door,	fight	the	boss	and	rush	out.	The	demons	in	here	are	the	same	as	last	time,	but	you	should	now	be	on	par	with	their	levels,	making	this	visit	much	easier.	Still,	you	may	want	to	use	Estoma,	just	to	conserve	time	(not	that	there	all	that	much	to	do	here...).	===Boss=========================	Level	53	Haunted	Taxi	-	"This	is	the	'Wild
Ride'.	I	will	try	my	best,	starting	with	the	little	things."	Comment	:	Rumored	Ghost	taxi.	Is	there	meaning	to	the	Kansai	accent...?	HP	:	416;	Void	:	Holy/Dark/Mind/Nerve;	Weak	:	Lightning	Spells	:	Tackle,	Radical	Powerslide	Unlike	last	time,	the	persona	I	suggest	do	not	have	lightning	spells	to	take	advantage	of	the	weakness.	However,	it	shouldn't
even	be	needed.	If	you	setup	the	persona	as	I	suggested,	just	use	the	fusion	Ice	Blast,	and	have	the	Suou	brothers	each	use	Maha	Agidyne.	He	should	be	down	in	no	time.	Also,	you	cannot	obtain	Analyze	Data	for	the	Taxi	at	this	point,	since	it	is	considered	a	boss	and	you	cannot	contact	him.	EXP	:	2,704	Yen	:	12,000	Item	:	Event/Taxi	Driver's	Hat	Once
you	have	the	event	item,	run	down	to	the	exit	to	claim	your	rewards.	Like	last	time,	you	have	to	mash	the	X	button	to	get	as	much	yen	as	you	can.	You	should	be	able	to	get	~45,000	yen	this	time.	Once	that	is	done	(and	the	dungeon	is	locked	up	for	good),	go	over	to	Fuyuko	and	give	her	the	event	item	for	an	Akashic	Ring.
===============================================================================	VI.	A	p	p	e	n	d	i	c	e	s	_______________________________________________________________________________	A.	S	t	o	r	e	L	i	s	t	s	_______________________________________________________________________________	===	Index	===	-
Satomi	Tadashi	-	Time	Castle	-	Mu	Continent	Casino	-	Trish's	Fountain	-	Rengedai	Ward	(Lotus	Plaza)	-Gatten	Sushi	-Kaori	-	Hirasaka	Ward	(Kameya	Alley)	-Izakaya	Shiraishi	-Toa	Armory	-	Yumezaki	Ward	(Central	Ave.)	-Tony's	Shop	-Peace	Diner	-	Aoba	Ward	(Aoba	Dr.)	-Parabellum	-2X	Slash	-Etheria	-Rosa	Candida	-	Konan	Ward	(Seaside	Mall)	-Jolly
Roger	-	Narumi	Ward	(Hotel)	-Ebony	-Padparcha	-Clair	De	Lune	A	couple	of	notes	on	the	Time	Castle:	-If	card	requires	registration,	the	easiest	place	to	get	it	will	be	listed;	if	a	dungeon	treasure,	the	dungeon	and	floor	is	listed;	if	Map	Making,	it	will	appear	MAP/Dungeon;	if	Rank	8	Return,	it	will	appear	PERSONA/Name;	if	item,	it	will	appear
NORMAL/Demon	or	RARE/Demon;	if	casino	prizes,	it	will	appear	as	Casino	-Card	spell	name	only	listed	if	different	than	card	name>	===Satomi	Tadashi===============	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Item/Medicine	100	Item/Gala-Gala	Drink	500	Item/Gem	2,000	Item/Snuff	Soul	400	Item/Chewing	Soul	1,500	Item/Ball	of	Returning	1,600	Item/Incense	of
Life	8,800	Item/Antidote	200	Item/Sedative	200	Item/Awaken	G	350	Item/Lucky	Bag	300	Item/Battle	Master	500	Item/Miracle	Magazine	500	Item/Fantasy	World	500	===Time	Castle==================	Card	Name	Price	(in	Yen)	Found	Spell	Spell/Agi	Card	12,500	Spell/Maha	Agi	Card	25,000	Spell/Aqua	Card	12,500	Spell/Maha	Aqua	Card
25,000	Spell/Garu	Card	12,500	Spell/Maha	Garu	Card	25,000	Spell/Magna	Card	12,500	Spell/Maha	Magna	Card	25,000	Spell/Bufu	Card	18,750	Spell/Zio	Card	18,750	Spell/Zan	Card	17,770	Spell/Dia	Card	12,500	Spell/Dormina	Card	10,000	Spell/Poisma	Card	10,000	Spell/Iluzone	Card	15,000	Spell/Agilao	Card	50,000	RARE/Gandharva	Spell/Agidyne
Card	200,000	MAP/Nichirinmaru	Spell/Maha	Agionn	Card	112,500	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Flame	Card	312,500	Undersea	Ruins	Maha	Agidyne	Spell/Aques	Card	50,000	NORMAL/Eryins	Spell/Aquadyne	Card	200,000	MAP/Nichirinmaru	Spell/Maha	Aques	Card	112,500	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Torrent	Card	312,500	Undersea	Ruins	Maha	Aquadyne	Spell/Garula
Card	50,000	PERSONA/Taranis	Spell/Garudyne	Card	200,000	MAP/Nichirinmaru	Spell/Maha	Garula	Card	112,500	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Hurricane	Card	312,500	Undersea	Ruins	Maha	Garudyne	Spell/Magnus	Card	50,000	RARE/Hel	Spell/Magdyne	Card	200,000	MAP/Nichirinmaru	Spell/Maha	Magnus	Card	112,500	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Earthquake	Card
312,500	Undersea	Ruins	Maha	Magdyne	Spell/Bufula	Card	100,000	PERSONA/Jack	Frost	Spell/Ice	Card	300,000	Undersea	Ruins	Bufudyne	Spell/Zionga	Card	100,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Lightning	Card	300,000	Undersea	Ruins	Ziodyne	Spell/Frei	Card	32,500	Club	Zodiac	Spell/Frelia	Card	153,000	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Torment	Card	378,000	Undersea
Ruins	Freidyne	Spell/Zanma	Card	78,000	NORMAL/Barbatos	Spell/Shockwave	Card	253,000	NORMAL/Jahi	Zandyne	Spell/Gry	Card	26,000	RARE/Ixtab	Spell/Gryva	Card	100,000	MAP/Iwato	Spell/Pressure	Card	320,000	MAP/Monado	Grydyne	Spell/Megido	Card	180,000	NORMAL/Ah	Puch	Spell/Megidola	Card	453,000	PERSONA/Armati
Spell/Annihilation	Card	999,990	RARE/Ah	Puch	Megidolaonn	Spell/Diarama	Card	50,000	MAP/Nichirinmaru	Spell/Recovery	Card	200,000	MAP/Monado	Diarahan	Spell/Media	Card	45,000	Club	Zodiac	Spell/Mediarama	Card	150,000	Undersea	Ruins	Spell/Blessing	Card	612,500	PERSONA/Urd	Mediarahan	Spell/Posumudi	Card	13,000	MAP/Smile	Mall
Spell/Kotoludi	Card	13,000	MAP/Smile	Mall	Spell/Patra	Card	14,500	MAP/Smile	Mall	Spell/Me	Patra	Card	30,000	MAP/Smile	Mall	Spell/Recarm	Card	70,000	Casino	Spell/Divine	Light	Card	300,000	RARE/Phoniex	Sama	Recarm	Spell/Sacrifice	Card	450,000	Monado	Recarm	Dora	Spell/Marin	Karin	Card	20,000	PERSONA/Succubus	Spell/Pulinpa	Card
15,000	NORMAL/Lich	Spell/Mafui	Card	30,000	PERSONA/Genjo	Spell/Bersac	Card	25,000	NORMAL/Cockatrice	Spell/Taru	Kaja	Card	70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Raku	Kaja	Card	70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Maka	Kaja	Card	70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Sama	Kaja	Card	70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Suku	Kaja	Card	70,000	Club	Zodiac	Spell/De	Kaja	Card
70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Tetraja	Card	70,000	MAP/Factory	Spell/Anti-Force	Card	95,000	RARE/Lucifugus	Tetrakarn	Spell/Anti-Magic	Card	95,000	NORMAL/Mucalinda	Makarakarn	Spell/Estoma	Card	112,500	Subway	Tunnel	Spell/Escape	Card	500,000	PERSONA/Kimnara	Trafuri	Incense/STR	Card	30,000	MAP/Factory	Incense/VIT	Card	30,000
MAP/Factory	Incense/TEC	Card	30,000	MAP/Factory	Incense/AGI	Card	30,000	MAP/Factory	Incense/LUC	Card	30,000	MAP/Factory	Incense/ALL	Card	125,000	MAP/Factory	===Mu	Continent=================	Item	Price	(in	Coins)	Accessory/Miracle	Object	12,000	Material/Styx	10,000	Accessory/Solving	Orb	6,000	Item/Mithril	Silver	6,000
Spell/Recarm	Card	3,500	Incense/STR	Card	2,500	Incense/VIT	Card	2,500	Incense/TEC	Card	2,500	Incense/AGI	Card	2,500	Incense/LUC	Card	2,500	Item/Muscle	Drink	500	Item/Disguise	Goods	300	Item/Chewing	Soul	300	Item/Medical	Powder	300	Material/Morning	Star	50,000	(Route	A	only)	Material/Accuser's	Diary	50,000	(Route	B	only)
Material/Eye	Patch	20,000	Material/Lotus	Petal	18,000	Material/Necklace	of	Heads	15,000	Material/Chess	Piece	15,000	Accessory/Miracle	Object	12,000	Item/Hihi-Irokane	12,000	Material/Styx	10,000	Accessory/Solving	Orb	6,000	Spell/Recarm	Card	3,500	Incense/STR	Card	2,500	Incense/VIT	Card	2,500	Incense/TEC	Card	2,500	Incense/AGI	Card
2,500	Incense/LUC	Card	2,500	Item/Gem	Ring	1,500	Item/Precious	Egg	800	Item/Yamatano	Drink	700	Item/Muscle	Drink	500	Item/Disguise	Goods	300	Item/Chewing	Soul	300	Item/Medical	Powder	300	===Trish's	Fountain=============	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Italian	Gelato	10,500	VIT	+	7	Spaghetti	Ice	Cream	10,500	TEC	+	3
Pepper	Cream	10,500	AGI	+	3	Squid	Ink	Sherbet	10,500	STR	+	7	Ice	Cream	10,500	TEC	+	7	Super	Vanilla	10,500	AGI	+	7	Green	Tea	Ice	Cream	10,500	STR	+	3	Soft	Serve	10,500	VIT	+	3	(All	Ice	Cream)	5,250	(All	Ice	Cream)	21,000	--------------------------------	---Rengedai	Ward	(Lotus	Plaza)--	--------------------------------	===Gatten
Sushi=================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Tuna	300	TEC	+	2	Squid	300	AGI	+	6	Sweet	Shrimp	400	VIT	+	2	Eel	400	AGI	+	1	Sea	Urchin	500	TEC	+	4	Salmon	Roe	500	STR	+	4	Fish	Fin	400	TEC	+	8	Fatty	Tuna	400	VIT	+	1	===Kaori========================	Aromatherapy	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary
Encounter	Change	Basil	1,300	Death	lowered	Geranium	1,250	Strength	raised	Coriander	1,400	Star	raised	Rosewood	1,200	Temperance	raised	Lemon	Grass	1,250	Death	raised	Clary	Sage	1,100	Magician	lowered	Rosemary	1,250	Devil	raised	Cypress	1,400	Lovers	raised	Sweet	Orange	1,150	Chariot	lowered	Lavender	1,440	Hanged	Man	lowered
Sandal	Wood	1,150	Star	lowered	Eucalyptus	1,300	Hanged	Man	raised	Carrot	Seed	1,300	Tower	raised	Peppermint	1,400	Hermit	lowered	German	Chamomile	1,100	Temperance	lowered	Ylang	Ylang	1,200	Magician	raised	Juniper	Berry	1,200	Chariot	raised	Neroli	1,350	Hermit	raised	Laurel	1,450	Moon	lowered	Jasmine	1,350	Tower	lowered	Clove
1,400	Devil	lowered	Teatre	1,300	Strength	lowered	Mallow	1,300	Lovers	lowered	Cinnamon	1,300	Moon	raised	Basil	1,300	Death	lowered	Geranium	1,250	Strength	raised	Coriander	1,400	Star	raised	Rosewood	1,200	Temperance	raised	Lemon	Grass	1,250	Death	raised	Rose	1,450	Fortune	raised	Clary	Sage	1,100	Magician	lowered	Rosemary	1,250
Devil	raised	Cypress	1,400	Lovers	raised	Marjoram	1,250	Fortune	lowered	Sweet	Orange	1,150	Chariot	lowered	Lavender	1,440	Hanged	Man	lowered	Sandal	Wood	1,150	Star	lowered	Pine	1,400	Judgment	raised	Eucalyptus	1,300	Hanged	Man	raised	Carrot	Seed	1,300	Tower	raised	Peppermint	1,400	Hermit	lowered	Bergamot	1,350	Judgment



lowered	German	Chamomile	1,100	Temperance	lowered	Ylang	Ylang	1,200	Magician	raised	Juniper	Berry	1,200	Chariot	raised	Hyssop	1,250	World	raised	Neroli	1,350	Hermit	raised	Laurel	1,450	Moon	lowered	Jasmine	1,350	Tower	lowered	Elder	Flower	1,300	World	lowered	Clove	1,400	Devil	lowered	Teatre	1,300	Strength	lowered	Mallow	1,300
Lovers	lowered	Cinnamon	1,300	Moon	raised	--------------------------------	---Hirasaka	Ward	(Kaymeya	Alley)	--------------------------------	===Izakaya	Shiraishi============	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Edamane	230	AGI	+	5	Yakitori	400	VIT	+	2	Sesame	Chicken	500	TEC	+	1	Oden	500	VIT	+	5	Red	Bean	Dumpling	400	STR	+	2	Banana	Ramen	700
AGI	+	7	Beer	500	STR	+	3	Sake	500	VIT	+	8	Combo	Plate	1,500	STR	+	15	===Toa	Armory===================	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Gun/Dark	Side	37,500	Fist/Burning	Knuckle	38,000	Finger	Shot/Round	Edge	39,300	Gun/Dark	Side	37,500	Gun/Metal	Snake	128,000	Fist/Burning	Knuckle	38,000	Fist/Dash	Knuckle	125,000	Finger
Shot/Round	Edge	39,300	Finger	Shot/Cross	Medal	120,000	Sword/Eighty	Eight	Lords	123,000	Rapier/Shamsheer	124,000	Accessory/Protector	4,500	Gun/Metal	Snake	128,000	Gun/Blue	Panther	273,000	Fist/Dash	Knuckle	125,000	Fist/Core	Hand	270,000	Finger	Shot/Cross	Medal	120,000	Finger	Shot/Spinning	263,000	Sword/Eighty	Eight	Lords
123,000	Sword/Kamudo	no	Tsurugi	268,000	Accessory/Protector	4,500	--------------------------------	Helmet/Full-Face	9,400	Armor/Drunkard	Suit	18,750	Leggings/Quick	Pumps	9,300	Helmet/Full-Face	9,400	Helmet/Gale	Gear	34,000	Armor/Drunkard	Suit	18,750	Armor/Yama	Dress	65,000	Leggings/Quick	Pumps	9,300	Leggings/Benkei's	Greaves	35,000
Helmet/Gale	Gear	34,000	Helmet/Princess	Crown	68,000	Armor/Yama	Dress	65,000	Armor/Maximillian	136,000	Leggings/Benkei's	Greaves	35,000	Leggings/Black	Leg	Guards	68,500	--------------------------------	---Yumezaki	Ward	(Central	Ave.)-	--------------------------------	===Peace	Diner==================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Peace
Burger	230	VIT	+	3	Chicken	Sandwich	300	VIT	+	4	Grilled	Burger	300	VIT	+	6	Double	Peace	Burger	350	TEC	+	3	Big	Peace	Burger	380	AGI	+	8	French	Fries	270	AGI	+	4	Peace	Shake	150	STR	+	5	Value	Meal	700	STR	+	1	===Tony's	Shop==================	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Accessory/Silver	Earring	5,000	Accessory/Magenta	Choker
2,900	Accessory/Crimson	Choker	9,600	Accessory/Saffron	Earring	2,300	Accessory/Tangerine	Earring	9,000	Accessory/Orchid	Lariette	2,200	Accessory/Iris	Lariette	9,800	Accessory/Sky	Barrette	2,500	Accessory/Navy	Blue	Ornament	10,000	Accessory/Go	Go	Tasuki	2,250	Accessory/Panther	Choker	9,800	Accessory/Crimson	Choker	9,600
Accessory/Power	Bracelet	38,400	Accessory/Tangerine	Earring	9,000	Accessory/Stamina	Ring	39,000	Accessory/Iris	Lariette	9,800	Accessory/Skill	Earring	37,000	Accessory/Navy	Blue	Ornament	10,000	Accessory/Speed	Anklet	35,000	Accessory/Panther	Choker	9,800	Accessory/Falcon	Choker	36,500	Accessory/Power	Bracelet	38,400
Accessory/Strength	Bracelet	86,400	Accessory/Stamina	Ring	39,000	Accessory/Amulet	84,000	Accessory/Skill	Earring	37,000	Accessory/Technical	Earring	85,000	Accessory/Speed	Anklet	35,000	Accessory/High	Speed	Anklet	90,000	Accessory/Falcon	Choker	36,500	Accessory/Dragon	Choker	153,600	--------------------------------	Item/Bead	of	Fire	12,000
Item/Bead	of	Water	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Wind	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Earth	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Heat	2,000	Item/Bead	of	Impact	10,000	Item/Explosive	Bead	10,000	Item/Bead	of	Fire	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Water	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Wind	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Earth	12,000	Item/Explosive	Bead	10,000	Item/Bead	of	Shockwave	15,000	Item/Bead	of
Lightning	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Pressure	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Ice	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Heat	2,000	Item/Bead	of	Impact	10,000	Item/Bead	of	Power	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Protection	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Magic	Power	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Magic	Wall	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Speed	3,000	Item/Anti-Force	Bead	8,000	Item/Anti-Magic	Bead	8,000	Item/Bead	of	Fire
12,000	Item/Bead	of	Flame	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Water	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Torrent	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Wind	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Hurricane	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Earth	12,000	Item/Bead	of	Earthquake	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Heat	2,000	Item/Bead	of	Heat	2,000	Item/Bead	of	Impact	10,000	Item/Bead	of	Torment	23,000	Item/Explosive	Bead	10,000
Item/Bead	of	Devastation	23,000	Item/Bead	of	Shockwave	15,000	Item/Bead	of	Lightning	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Pressure	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Ice	20,000	Item/Bead	of	Power	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Protection	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Magic	Power	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Magic	Wall	3,000	Item/Bead	of	Speed	3,000	Item/Anti-Force	Bead	8,000	Item/Anti-Magic	Bead
8,000	--------------------------------	---Aoba	Ward	(Aoba	Dr.)---------	--------------------------------	===Parabellum===================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Revolver	800	AGI	+	2	Double	Action	750	STR	+	6	Magnum	660	TEC	+	8	Bullet	Core	820	STR	+	2	Browning	Powder	880	TEC	+	4	Angel	Trigger	700	AGI	+	6	Tilt	Barrel	500	VIT	+	8
Derringer	900	VIT	+	4	Revolver	1,200	AGI	+	2	Double	Action	1,125	STR	+	6	Magnum	990	TEC	+	8	Bullet	Core	1,230	STR	+	2	Browning	Powder	1,320	TEC	+	4	Angel	Trigger	1,050	AGI	+	6	Tilt	Barrel	750	VIT	+	8	Derringer	1,350	VIT	+	4	Front	Sight	1,500	LUC	+	3	Rear	Sight	1,800	LUC	+	6	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Gun/Colt	Pony	750	Gun/New	Nabu	900
Gun/Astral	Falcon	2,700	Fist/Boxing	Glove	950	Fist/Kakute	2,800	Finger	Shot/Game	Coin	880	Finger	Shot/Future	Coin	2,900	Gun/Astral	Falcon	2,700	Gun/Beretta	M93R	19,200	Fist/Kakute	2,800	Fist/Metal	Glove	19,000	Finger	Shot/Future	Coin	2,900	Finger	Shot/Heiji's	Coin	18,800	Gun/Beretta	M93R	19,200	Gun/Sauer	P229	43,200	Fist/Metal	Glove
19,000	Fist/Guardian	Knuckle	43,500	Finger	Shot/Heiji's	Coin	18,800	Finger	Shot/Justice	Coin	42,200	Gun/Sauer	P229	43,200	Gun/AMT	Handlebar	76,800	Fist/Guardian	Knuckle	43,500	Fist/Jamadhar	78,000	Finger	Shot/Justice	Coin	42,200	Finger	Shot/Coin	the	Great	77,800	Sword/Karasu	Tengu	Maru	44,000	Sword/Kotetsu	77,600	Rapier/Epee
Rapieree	40,000	Rapier/Mail	Piercing	75,000	Gun/AMT	Handlebar	76,800	Gun/AutoMag	Five	120,000	Fist/Jamadhar	78,000	Fist/Yaminade	Glove	115,000	Finger	Shot/Coin	the	Great	77,800	Finger	Shot/Mandlar	117,000	Sword/Kotetsu	77,600	Sword/Zweihander	130,000	Rapier/Mail	Piercing	75,000	Rapier/Raitel	Pallasch	127,000	Gun/AutoMag	Five
120,000	Gun/Buster	Shot	172,800	Fist/Yaminade	Glove	115,000	Fist/Beat	Device	180,000	Finger	Shot/Mandlar	117,000	Finger	Shot/Hell	Cash	175,000	Sword/Zweihander	130,000	Sword/Shichesei	Sword	173,000	Rapier/Raitel	Pallasch	127,000	Rapier/Filangi	174,000	===2X	Slash=====================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary
Effect	Coffee	350	TEC	+	5	Cafe	Au	Lait	400	STR	+	6	Milk	Tea	300	AGI	+	2	Herb	Tea	450	AGI	+	2	Double	Sandwich	700	STR	+	8	Pizza	600	VIT	+	1	Spaghetti	980	TEC	+	1	Curry	Rice	700	TEC	+	7	===Etheria======================	Treatment	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Increased	Amiability	Gold	Course	2,000	Childish	Silver	Course	1,800
Young	Iron	Course	1,500	Well-Mannered	Mercury	Course	1,600	Wise	Gold	Course	2,000	Childish	Silver	Course	1,800	Young	Iron	Course	1,500	Well-Mannered	Mercury	Course	1,600	Wise	Tin	Course	2,500	Old	Copper	Course	2,600	Savage	Lead	Course	2,700	Dignified	Sulphur	Course	2,700	Hi-Ho	Salt	Course	2,400	Slimy	Mercurius	Course	3,000
Lunatic	===Rosa	Candida=================	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Armor/Casual	Shirt	2,000	Armor/Silver	Dress	5,000	Helmet/Cowboy	Hat	670	Armor/Hard	Jacket	1,350	Leggings/Cowboy	Boots	700	Helmet/Cowboy	Helmet	670	Helmet/Chain	Coif	4,800	Armor/Hard	Jacket	1,350	Armor/Chain	Mail	19,600	Leggings/Cowboy	Boots	700
Leggings/Mesh	Stockings	4,700	Helmet/Chain	Coif	4,800	Helmet/Spangenhelm	10,800	Armor/Chain	Mail	19,600	Armor/Brigandine	21,600	Leggings/Mesh	Stockings	4,700	Leggings/Protect	Boots	10,000	Helmet/Spangenhelm	10,800	Helmet/Star-White	Helmet	19,200	Armor/Brigandine	21,600	Armor/Golden	White	Armor	38,400	Leggings/Protect
Boots	10,000	Leggings/Parade	Boots	20,000	Helmet/Star-White	Helmet	19,200	Helmet/Shinshuku	Helmet	43,200	Armor/Golden	White	Armor	38,400	Armor/Sage's	Cloak	60,000	Leggings/Parade	Boots	20,000	Leggings/Fluted	Leg	31,500	Helmet/Shinshuku	Helmet	30,000	Helmet/Genji	Helmet	43,200	Armor/Sage's	Cloak	60,000	Armor/Genji	Armor
86,400	Leggings/Fluted	Leg	31,500	Leggings/Genji	Leg	Guards	42,800	--------------------------------	---Konan	Ward	(Seaside	Mall)----	--------------------------------	===Jolly	Roger==================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Decaf	Coffee	380	VIT	+	7	Tea	350	AGI	+	1	Mixed	Juice	280	STR	+	2	Special	Cocoa	320	STR	+	7	Apple	Pie	400	STR	+	1
Chocolate	Cookie	420	AGI	+	3	Brown	Rice	Curry	700	TEC	+	6	Pirate's	Set	900	TEC	+	2	--------------------------------	---Narumi	Ward	(Hotel)----------	--------------------------------	===Ebony========================	Food	Price	(in	Yen)	Temporary	Effect	Whiskey	1,500	AGI	+	4	Stinger	1,600	TEC	+	6	Morning	Glory	Fizz	1,700	AGI	+	8	Blue	Lagoon	1,400
TEC	+	2	Green	Eyes	1,400	VIT	+	6	Mocking	Bird	1,700	STR	+	8	Angel's	Kiss	1,300	VIT	+	2	Spritzer	1,800	STR	+	4	===Padparcha====================	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Accessory/Diamond	Ring	100,000	Accessory/Emerald	Ring	100,000	Accessory/Crystal	Ring	100,000	Item/Rainbow	Piece	900,000	Item/Dream	Droplet	900,000
Item/Moon	Stone	900,000	Item/Sun	Stone	900,000	===Clair	De	Lune================	Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Gun/Black	Unicorn	84,300	Fist/Delta	Knuckle	83,800	Finger	Shot/Magical	Coin	88,000	Gun/Black	Unicorn	84,300	Gun/Hell	Gate	207,000	Fist/Delta	Knuckle	83,800	Fist/Karula	Claw	206,000	Finger	Shot/Magical	Coin	88,800	Finger
Shot/Star	Medal	205,000	Sword/Sword	of	Sage	208,000	Rapier/Luna	Blade	209,000	Gun/Hell	Gate	207,000	Gun/Grim	Reaper	384,000	Fist/Karula	Claw	206,000	Fist/Ixchel's	Nail	390,000	Finger	Shot/Star	Medal	205,000	F.	Shot/Billion	Maka	Coin	380,000	Sword/Sword	of	Sage	208,000	Sword/Totsuka	no	Tsurugi	382,000	--------------------------------
Helm/Mystique	Helmet	21,000	Armor/Angel	Robe	42,000	Leggings/Wizard's	Sandals	22,000	Helm/Mystique	Helmet	21,000	Helmet/Training	Helmet	54,000	Armor/Angel	Robe	42,000	Armor/Novel	Armor	103,000	Leggings/Wizard's	Sandals	22,000	Leggings/Goddess	Leg	53,000	Helmet/Training	Helmet	54,000	Helmet/Magical	Hairpiece	96,000
Armor/Novel	Armor	103,000	Armor/Gesetsusan	192,000	Leggings/Goddess	Leg	53,000	Leggings/Tengu's	Clogs	97,000	_______________________________________________________________________________	B.	W	e	a	p	o	n	D	e	v	e	l	o	p	m	e	n	t	_______________________________________________________________________________	This	is	a	list	of	the	custom	weapons	and
armor	you	can	make	at	Padparcha	(in	Narumi)	after	spreading	the	rumor	the	Rumor	Lovin'	Bartender	gives	you.	However,	weapon	development	is	different	from	normal	weapon	stores	in	that	each	item	requires	certain	metals	to	be	forged	(as	well	as	yen).	First,	there	will	be	a	list	of	all	of	the	metals	used	at	Padparcha	and	the	best	ways	to	get	them.
After	that	list,	the	weapons	will	be	listed	as	a	normal	shop	list,	with	the	addition	of	the	metals	required.	===Metals=======================	Item	Found	Rainbow	Piece	Bought	in	Padparcha	for	900,000	yen	Dream	Droplet	Bought	in	Padparcha	for	900,000	yen	Sun	Stone	Bought	in	Padparcha	for	900,000	yen	Moon	Stone	Bought	in
Padparcha	for	900,000	yen	Obsidian	Return	a	Rank	8	Pariker	persona	Mithril	Silver	Bought	in	Mu	Continent	for	6,000	coins	(before	Iwato)	Damascus	Steel	Bought	in	Mu	Continent	for	6,000	coins	(before	Iwato)	Orihalchon	Return	a	Rank	8	Arthur	persona	Beyondite	Level	63	Strength	demon	Vasuki's	Rare	Item	Meteorite	S	Return	a	Rank	8	Kenren
Taishou	persona	Hihi-Irokane	Bought	in	Mu	Continent	for	12,000	Coins	(after	Iwato)	Legenbright	1.	Return	the	Top-Speed	Title	to	Ixquic	in	Seedy	CD	2.	Found	in	World	of	Conviction,	Monado,	behind	the	door	guarded	by	Ahzi	Dahaka	3.	Found	in	Sachiko's	Room,	Area	8,	Bomb	Shelter	4.	Return	a	Rank	8	Suzaku	persona	5.	Have	a	Rank	8	Odin	persona
"Persona-Talk"	with	a	Valkyrie	demon	(only	works	once)	Akashic	Ring	1.	Level	86	Devil	demon	Shu's	Rare	Item	2.	Answering	the	Purple	Flower's	question	at	Aoba	Park	3.	Return	the	Haunted	Taxi's	item	to	the	girl	in	Mu	Continent	4.	Return	a	Rank	8	Nata	persona	5.	Return	a	Rank	8	Virocana	persona	===Padparcha====================
Item	Price	(in	Yen)	Metals	Required	Gun/Penta	Spirit	14,250	1	Mithril	Silver;	1	Obsidian	Finger	Shot/Shining	Coin	14,300	1	Mithril	Silver;	1	Obsidian	Fist/Damascus	Hand	16,500	2	Damascus	Steel	Sword/Damascus	Sword	15,000	2	Damascus	Steel	Rapier/Sword	Breaker	15,000	2	Damascus	Steel	Armor/Mithril	Armor	10,000	2	Mithril	Silver	Gun/Super
Nova	52,000	1	Hihi-irokane;	1	Sun	Stone	Fist/Luna	Hand	50,000	1	Orihalchon;	1	Moon	Stone	Finger	Shot/Orihalchon	Coin	62,500	1	Orihalchon;	1	Gem	Ring	Rapier/Star	Freezer	53,500	1	Meteorite	S;	1	Moon	Stone	Sword/Kusanagino	Tsuruji	50,000	1	Hihi-irokane;	1	Sun	Stone	Armor/Hihi-irokane	Armor	32,000	2	Hihi-irokane;	1	Obsidian
Gun/Legendary	Handgun	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Fist/Legendary	Glove	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Finger	Shot/Legendary	Coin	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Sword/Legendary	Katana	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Rapier/Legendary	Rapier	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Gun/Super	Nova	52,000
1	Hihi-irokane;	1	Sun	Stone	Gun/Meteor	Dragoon	75,000	1	Meteorite	S;	1	Gun/Dragoon	Fist/Luna	Hand	50,000	1	Orihalchon;	1	Moon	Stone	Fist/Sol	Hand	63,000	1	Beyondite;	1	Sun	Stone	Finger	Shot/Orihalchon	Coin	62,500	1	Orihalchon;	1	Gem	Ring	Finger	Shot/Micro	Chakram	63,500	1	Hihi-irokane;	1	Sun	Stone	Sword/Kusanagino	Tsuruji	50,000	1
Hihi-irokane;	1	Sun	Stone	Sword/Musou	Ken	52,500	1	Beyondite;	1	Orihalchon;	1	Dream	Stone	Helmet/Helmet	of	Eternity	20,000	1	Sun	Stone;	1	Dream	Stone;	1	Rainbow	S.	Armor/Hihi-irokane	Armor	32,000	2	Hihi-irokane;	1	Obsidian	Armor/The	Gorgeous	35,000	1	Rainbow	Piece;	1	Armor/Best	Dresser	Leggings/Thule	Greaves	20,000	1	Meteorite	S;
1	Moon	Stone;	1	Dream	S.	Gun/Legendary	Handgun	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Fist/Legendary	Glove	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Finger	Shot/Legendary	Coin	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Sword/Legendary	Katana	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic	Ring	Rapier/Legendary	Rapier	100,000	1	Legenbright;	1	Akashic
Ring	_______________________________________________________________________________	C.	S	u	m	a	r	u	G	e	n	i	e	F	o	r	t	u	n	e	s	_______________________________________________________________________________	At	a	point	in	the	game,	you	will	be	able	to	spread	a	rumor	that	the	Sumaru	Genie	in	Konan	ward	can	do	Wang	Long	fortune	telling.	If	you	do	so,	you	can
receive	one	of	six	fortunes	that	aid	you	in	battle	(for	3,000	yen,	of	course).	The	fortunes	and	effects	are:	BLUE	DRAGON	:	Demons'	personalities	change,	altering	the	effects	of	contact	methods.	YELLOW	DRAGON	:	Luck	of	party	members	is	increased.	(It	does	not	show	an	increase	on	the	Data	menu,	but	there	is	a	significant	increase.)	RED	DRAGON	:
Chances	of	getting	rare	end-battle	quotes	increases.	SILVER	DRAGON	:	Demons	no	longer	feel	overwhelmed	by	an	emotion	at	3	invocations,	but	4.	LIGHT	DRAGON	:	EXP	x2,	Yen	x1/2	BLACK	DRAGON	:	EXP	x1/2,	Yen	x2	You	can	also	spread	a	rumor	that	the	genie	does	affinity	readings.	To	learn	more,	see	enigmaopoeia's	guide.
_______________________________________________________________________________	D.	M	a	p	-	M	a	k	i	n	g	P	r	i	z	e	s	L	i	s	t	_______________________________________________________________________________	===Laboratory/Sumaru	TV	Map===	Title	:	Salam	Select	Card	Set	-	30	tarot	cards	to	9	arcana	(Total	of	270	cards)	-	50	Free	cards	===Smile	Mall
Map=============	Title	:	Salam	Select	Card	Set	Part	2	-	50	tarot	cards	to	5	arcana	(Total	of	250	cards)	-	100	Free	cards	-	2	each	of	:	Posumudi,	Kotoludi,	Patra,	Me	Patra,	and	Recarm	Cards	-	1	randomly	selected	rare	card	===Factory	Map================	Title	:	Salam	Select	Card	Set	Booster	Pack	-	150	Free	cards	-	10	each	of	:	STR,
VIT,	TEC,	AGI,	LUC,	and	ALL	Incense	Cards	-	2	each	of	:	Taru	Kaja,	Raku	Kaja,	Maka	Kaja,	Sama	Kaja,	Suku	Kaja,	De	Kaja,	Tetraja	-	1	randomly	selected	rare	card	===Nichirinmaru	Map===========	Title	:	Salam	Select	Spell	Card	Set	-	80	tarot	cards	to	6	arcana	(Total	of	480	cards)	-	2	each	of	:	Agidyne,	Aquadyne,	Garudyne,	Magdyne,	Bufula,
Zionga,	Zanma,	Diarama	-	2	randomly	selected	rare	cards	===Mt.	Iwato	Map==============	Title	:	Salam	Select	Spell	Card	Set	Part	2	-	1	Fool	Card	-	100	tarot	cards	to	6	arcana	(Total	of	600	cards)	-	2	each	of	:	Maha	Agionn,	Maha	Aques,	Maha	Garula,	Maha	Magnus,	Frelia,	Gryva,	Megidola,	Mediarama	-	2	randomly	selected	rare	cards
===Torifune	Map===============	Title	:	Salam	Select	Card	Set	TAROT	SPECIAL	-	2	Fool	Cards	-	100	tarot	cards	to	all	arcana	(Except	for	Fool	and	Free)	-	3	randomly	selected	rare	cards	===Monado	Mandala	Map=========	Title	:	Salam	Select	Card	Set	FINAL	-	3	Fool	Cards	-	100	tarot	cards	to	8	arcana	(Total	of	800	cards)	-	10	of	each
type	of	Incense	card	-	1	of	each	"rare"	card	(see	list	at	top	of	section)	_______________________________________________________________________________	E.	S	p	e	c	i	a	l	C	o	n	t	a	c	t	L	i	s	t	_______________________________________________________________________________	This	is	a	list	of	the	special	contacts	that	are	unlocked	during	the	course	of	the	game	via
speical	means.	There	are	two	ways	these	can	be	unlocked	-	by	talking	to	party	members	are	certain	points	in	the	game	at	certain	places	to	obtain	some	special	dialouge	or	by	Auto-Unlocking	after	certain	story	events	in	the	game.	These	are	the	ONLY	possible	requirements	for	unlocking	the	contacts,	so	if	one	isn't	working	for	you,	you	probably	didn't
talk	to	the	character	at	the	correct	time.	When	you	talk	to	them,	they	will	make	some	off-hand	comment	related	to	the	contact	-	this	is	the	message	required	to	unlock	the	contact	and	it	will	only	appear	once.	===Flamenco	de	la	Pasion============	Primary	Methods	:	Ulala	+	Katsuya	Ulala	+	Katsuya	+	Tatsuya	Type	:	Talk	to	party	member
Steps	:	1.	Talk	to	Ulala	in	Lunar	Palace	(Konan)	before	the	Sky	Museum	2.	Talk	to	Katsuya	in	Sumaru	Jail	(Hirasaka)	before	GOLD	1.	Talk	to	Tatsuya	in	Sumaru	Jail	before	the	Subway	===100	Stories======================	Primary	Methods	:	Ellen	+	Ulala	+	Katsuya	Ellen	+	Ulala	+	Baofu	Type	:	Talk	to	party	member	Steps	:	1.	Talk	to
Katsuya	and	Baofu	in	Trish's	Fountain	in	the	Sky	Museum	2.	Talk	to	Ellen	and	Ulala	in	Trish's	Fountain	after	Sumaru	TV	===Song	of	a	Baseball	Fanatic=======	Primary	Methods	:	Baofu	+	Nate	Type	:	Talk	to	party	member	Steps	:	1.	Talk	to	Baofu	in	Izakaya	Shiraishi	(Hirasaka)	before	Smile	Mall	2.	Talk	to	Nate	in	Sumaru	TV	(Aoba)	before	Smile
Mall	===Cynical	People===================	Primary	Methods	:	Nate	+	Baofu	Type	:	Talk	to	party	member	Steps	:	Talk	to	Baofu	and	Nate	in	Parabellum	before	Smile	Mall	===Investigation	of	Terror==========	Primary	Methods	:	Katsuya	+	Baofu	Baofu	+	Katsuya	Katsuya	+	Baofu	+	Ulala	Type	:	Auto-Unlock	When	:	After	the	Factory
has	been	completed	===Alchohol,	Men,	Women,	and	Tears==	Primary	Methods	:	Baofu	+	Ulala	+	Katsuya	Baofu	+	Katsuya	+	Ulala	Type	:	Auto-Unlock	When	:	After	the	Factory	has	been	completed	===Brother's	Kindess================	Primary	Methods	:	Katsuya	+	Tatsuya	Type	:	Auto-Unlock	When	:	After	the	first	boss	fight	in	the	Ameno
Torifune	===Comparing	Heights================	Primary	Methods	:	Tatsuya	+	Katsuya	Type	:	Auto-Unlock	When	:	After	the	first	boss	fight	in	the	Ameno	Torifune	_______________________________________________________________________________	F.	C	D	s	_______________________________________________________________________________
===Erste============================	(Means	"First"	in	German)	Available	:	After	the	Sky	Museum,	when	Yumezaki	Ward	opens	CD	1	-	1,000	Yen	CD	2	-	1,200	Yen	CD	3	-	1,500	Yen	CD	4	-	1,800	Yen	Secret	CD	1	-	10,000	Yen	-	Persona	Rock	===Zweit============================	(Should	be	"Zweite"	which	means
"Second"	in	German)	Available	:	After	the	Sewers/Science	Laboratory	or	Sumaru	TV	CD	5	-	3,000	Yen	CD	6	-	3,500	Yen	CD	7	-	3,800	Yen	CD	8	-	4,000	Yen	Secret	CD	2	-	30,000	Yen	-	Persona	Mambo	===Dritte===========================	(Means	"Third"	in	German)	Available	:	After	the	Undersea	Ruins	CD	9	-	4,500	Yen	CD	10	-	5,000
Yen	CD	11	-	6,400	Yen	CD	12	-	8,000	Yen	CD	13	-	4,800	Yen	===Vierter==========================	(Means	"Fourth"	in	German)	Available	:	After	Sumaru	Castle	CD	14	-	8,500	Yen	CD	15	-	9,000	Yen	CD	16	-	9,500	Yen	CD	17	-	5,500	Yen	CD	18	-	6,300	Yen
===============================================================================	VII.	C	o	n	c	l	u	s	i	o	n	_______________________________________________________________________________	A.	F	A	Q	a	n	d	G	u	i	d	e	R	e	f	e	r	r	a	l	s	_______________________________________________________________________________	I
deliberately	didn't	include	many	things	in	this	walkthrough	as	there	are	several	excellent	FAQs	out	there	that	already	cover	the	material.	I	didn't	to	reiterate	what	they	have	already	written	and	as	much	as	I	would	love	to	make	a	complete,	definitive	guide	for	this	game,	I	don't	want	to	detract	from	the	work	they	put	in.	Regardless,	this	document	is
essentially	a	walkthrough,	not	a	full	blown	strategy	guide.	All	of	the	files	are	available	at	GameFAQs.	Demon/Analyze	Data,	Spell	List,	and	Item	List	as	well	as	a	thorough	explanation	of	the	persona	systems	-	Archaeopteryx's	Guides	Man-searcher	List	(as	well	as	an	excellent	boss	guide)	-	Sasoriza's	Guide	Affinity	Reading	Guide	-	enigmaopoeia's	Guide
Kuzunoha/Rumor	Guide	(Sweepstakes	prizes)	and	Extra	Dungeon	Guide	-	my	own	_______________________________________________________________________________	B.	V	e	r	s	i	o	n	H	i	s	t	o	r	y	_______________________________________________________________________________	---Version	1.02---------------------	08/16/02	No	content	updates,	I	just	changed	my	online
handle	and	my	contact	info.	---Version	1.02---------------------	02/05/02	Filled	in	missing	information	(boss	numbers	and	the	final	Padparcha	list)	and	made	a	few	cosmetic	changes.	Scripts	and	quotes	removed.	My	email	has	changed	again	to	hyral@yetsirah.net,	and	I	have	a	new	website,	Yetsirah.net.	---Version	1.01---------------------	08/11/01	Added	my
website	and	the	Velvet	Room	to	the	list	of	places	that	may	host	this	guide.	My	email	has	also	been	changed	to	hyral@hyral.f2s.com.	---Version	1.0----------------------	08/07/01	Walkthrough	completed	(Route	B).	Lists	and	missing	information	completed.	Formatting	and	typo	corrections.	Added	an	appendix	on	the	Special	Contacts.	---Version	0.9--------------------
--	06/29/01	Walkthrough	is	completed	to	the	end	of	the	game.	Optional	dungeons	are	completed.	Lists	are	nearly	complete.	Once	again,	every	section	has	been	updated.	---Version	0.6----------------------	05/24/01	Walkthrough	completed	up	to	Mt.	Iwato	(Route	A).	Every	section	has	been	updated	and	overhauled.	---Version	0.3----------------------	04/15/01	First
released	version.	Included	in	the	walkthrough	is	from	the	beginning	to	after	Aoba	Park	(first	visit).	Explanation	of	game	mechanics	included.	Partial	store	lists,	Sumaru	Genie	guide,	and	Kasu	High	guides	are	also	included.	_______________________________________________________________________________	C.	C	r	e	d	i	t	s
_______________________________________________________________________________	Many	thanks	to	Atlus	R&D	1	for	developing	Persona	2	:	Eternal	Punishment,	as	well	as	the	other	Megami	Tensei	games.	Thanks	to	Atlus	USA	for	doing	such	an	excellent	localization.	(It	doesn't	make	up	for	any	of	the	mistakes	of	the	past	(and	present...)	in	the	least,	but	I
certainly	can't	fault	them	for	the	job	they	did	on	Eternal	Punishment.)	Credit	to	dolies'	website,	Tsumi	X	Batsu,	for	helping	me	find	some	of	the	things	I	missed	my	first	time	around	in	the	game,	such	as	finding	a	couple	of	rare	personae	(Nata,	Lugh,	Mot,	Athena,	Alice,	the	Ancestral	Personae,	Maia	Custom),	figuring	out	how	to	beat	Ahzi	Dahaka,	and
last,	exactly	when	Area	6	of	the	Bomb	Shelter	opens.	Thanks	to	Archaeopteryx	for	the	useful	lists	and	thorough	explanation	of	the	various	aspects	of	personae.	Credit	to	Archaeopteryx	for	the	"Estoma	Trick,"	finding	a	couple	of	rare	personae	(Hastur,	Gaia,	Michael,	Shokuin),	the	effect	of	the	Red	Dragon	fortune,	and	how	to	get	Fool	cards	from
demons.	Credit	to	the	Persona	2:	Master's	Guide	published	by	Enterbrain	for	a	few	of	the	stats	on	bosses	(as	well	has	being	a	generally	useful	little	book	with	regard	to	maps	and	enemy	stats).	Credit	to	Silvis	Caliga/Clair~de~Lune	for	the	"Persona-in-Stock"	trick.	Thanks	to	Alessar	and	johnsgs	for	helping	with	the	explanation	of	the	battle	round
timings.	Also,	credit	to	Alessar	for	determining	what	the	property	"Boost"	does.	Credit	to	jesse	james	for	confirming	that	the	emotions	for	getting	Fool	cards	can	be	done	in	any	order.	Thanks	to	Sasoriza	for	pointing	out	what	the	demon	rumors	in	the	Sky	Museum	mean.	Thanks	to	Katman	for	pointing	out	that	I	should	mention	that	the	rumor	about
Ahzi	Dahaka	is	not	needed	to	start	the	P-Talk	and	that	I	should	explain	what	the	Golden	Honey	does.	Thanks	to	Everaldo	for	attempting	to	help	me	with	the	shop	lists.	Thanks	to	the	following	people	who	helped	me	refine	this	guide	by	spotting	errors:	Lone,	Alessar,	scott88008,	B4	TND,	Susan	Shnayer	There	are	three	people	I	need	to	give	credit	to,
but	I	know	who	they	are	:	The	person	who	thought	of	the	Save-Reload	trick	for	changing	the	distribution	of	enemies	in	dungeons,	the	person	who	mentioned	using	a	turbo	controller	on	the	slots	in	the	casino,	and	finally,	the	person	who	figured	out	the	Old	Maid-	Defend	trick.	If	anyone	knows	who	they	are,	please	tell	me.	All	came	from	messages	at
GameFAQs'	Persona	2	:	Eternal	Punishment	board.	_______________________________________________________________________________	D.	D	i	s	c	l	a	i	m	e	r	_______________________________________________________________________________	Persona	(tm)	is	a	registered	trademark	and	the	property	of	Atlus	USA	and	Atlus	of	Japan.	Copyright	(c)	1996,	1999,	2000
Atlus.	All	rights	reserved.	Any	infringemint	upon	Atlus'	rights	is	unintentional.	This	document	is	under	copyright	protection	and	is	the	property	of	the	author.	This	document	may	not	be	reproduced	(electronically,	physically,	or	otherwise;	in	whole	or	in	part)	or	altered	for	public	use	without	the	author's	explicit	permission.	All	rights	reserved.	This
document	may	only	be	hosted	at:	-	Yetsirah	-	GameFAQs	-	The	Velvet	Room	Contact	:	yushiro@animedream.org	[Please	invoke	Joy	or	Interest,	not	Anger	or	Fear!]	[La-li-lu-le-lo!!]	===============================================================================	-----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------	Copyright	(c)	Yushiro	2001	-	2001.	-------------------------------------------------------------------------------	===============================================================================
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